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Abstract

The thesis studies the ‘green infrastructure’ of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. Green infrastructure refers to the stra-
tegically planned network of green and blue structure. The aim of the thesis is to present principles for a common 
Green Infrastructure Plan of Helsinki Metropolitan Area that would be more precise than the Regional Land Use Plan 
for Helsinki-Uusimaa but more general than the individual masterplans of the cities. 

In this thesis, the existing green infrastructure of Helsinki Metropolitan Area and its quality is assessed by following 
criteria: 1) ecosystem services supply, i.e. bene�ts of nature to people, 2) biodiversity and 3) green structure con-
nectivity, i.e. how well larger green areas are connected to each other. In addition, the future green infrastructure 
quality is a�ected by ecosystem services demand i.e. where the people are located compared to ecosystem services 
supply, and by future challenges like climate change and planned land use changes. 

Existing location-based data was used as a key assessment material, and it was reclassi�ed according to the need 
based on the criteria de�ned in the thesis. In the thesis, the core of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area green infra-
structure consists of both green areas that belong to the best 20% based on ecosystem services supply and / or 
biodiversity and green connections connecting the areas to each other. By comparing the de�ned top 20% green 
infrastructure to the Helsinki Metropolitan Area planned land use, it was discovered that while the masterplans of 
the cities mainly recognise the top 20% Helsinki Metropolitan Area green infrastructure, some con�icts also emerge. 

In this thesis, the main discovered challenges of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area green infrastructure are the pres-
ently poor green quality within built-up areas, connectivity together with future planned large land-use changes, 
densi�cation along green �ngers / areas, increasing ES demand i.e. pressure on the green, increasing rainfall and 
the rise of sea level caused by climate change.  As a conclusion, the thesis proposes a common green infrastructure 
plan for the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. Possible elaborating strategies are also discussed. 

Green infrastructure is in the key position both in cities’ adaptation to climate change and in securing resilience, i.e. 
ability to act under changing conditions. Mainstreaming the concepts of green infrastructure, ecosystem services 
and biodiversity might help in �tting land use development interests together with GI challenges in a sustainable 
way. The green infrastructure of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area should be understood as a whole, and it should be 
planned in cooperation with the cities, developers and citizens, regardless of the administrative boundaries. 
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Tiivistelmä

Diplomityö tarkastelee Helsingin metropolialueen ’vihreää infrastruktuuria’. Vihreällä infrastruktuurilla tarkoitetaan 
viher- ja sinirakenteen muodostamaa verkostoa, jota suunnitellaan strategisesti. Työn tavoitteena on esittää peri-
aatteet Helsingin metropolialueen yhteiselle vihreä infrastruktuuri-suunnitelmalle, joka olisi Uudenmaan maakun-
takaavaa tarkempi, mutta yksittäisen kaupungin yleiskaavaa yleispiirteisempi.  

Työssä arvioidaan Helsingin metropolialueen tämänhetkistä vihreää infrastruktuuria ja sen laatua seuraavilla kritee-
reillä: 1) ekosysteemipalveluiden, eli luonnon ihmiselle tuottamien hyötyjen, tarjonta, 2) luonnon monimuotoisuus 
ja 3) viherrakenteen kytkeytyvyys, eli kuinka hyvin suuremmat viheralueet liittyvät toisiinsa. Tulevaisuuden vihreän 
infrastruktuuriin laatuun vaikuttavat edellä mainittujen lisäksi ekosysteemipalveluiden kysyntä, eli kuinka ihmiset 
sijoittuvat suhteessa ekosysteemipalveluiden tarjontaan nähden, sekä tulevaisuuden haasteet, kuten ilmastonmuu-
tos ja suunnitellut maankäytön muutokset.

Keskeisenä arviointiaineistona hyödynnettiin olemassa olevia paikkatietopohjaisia aineistoja, joita uudelleen luoki-
teltiin tarpeen mukaan työssä määriteltyjen kriteerien mukaisesti. Työssä Helsingin metropolialueen vihreän infra-
struktuurin ydin muodostuu ekosysteemipalveluiden tarjonnan ja / tai luonnon monimuotoisuuden kannalta par-
haaseen 20 % kuuluvista alueista sekä alueet toisiinsa yhdistävät viheryhteyksistä. Vertaamalla määritettyä parasta 
20 % vihreää infrastruktuuria suunniteltuun Helsingin metropolialueen maankäyttöön havaittiin, että kaupunkien 
yleiskaavoissa on pääosin tunnistettu Helsingin metropolialueen paras 20 % vihreä infrastruktuuri, mutta myös joi-
takin kon�ikteja esiintyy. 

Työssä havaitut Helsingin metropolialueen vihreän infrastruktuurin päähaasteet ovat olemassa olevan vihreän inf-
rastruktuurin heikko laatu rakennetuilla alueilla, kytkeytyvyys sekä tulevaisuuden suunnitellut suuret maankäyt-
tömuutokset, tiivistäminen vihersormien / -alueiden reunalla, ekosysteemipalveluiden kasvava kysyntä, eli vihe-
ralueiden käyttöpaine sekä ilmastonmuutoksesta seuraava sademäärien lisääntyminen ja merenpinnan nousu.  
Johtopäätöksenä työssä esitetään Helsingin metropolialueelle yhteistä vihreän infrastruktuurin suunnitelmaa sekä 
pohditaan mahdollisia toteuttamisstrategioita.

Vihreä infrastruktuuri on avainasemassa kaupunkien sopeutumisessa ilmastonmuutokseen sekä resilienssin, eli ky-
vyn toimia muuttuvissa olosuhteissa, turvaamisessa. Vihreä infrastruktuuri-, ekosysteemipalvelu- ja luonnon moni-
muotoisuus – käsitteiden valtavirtaistaminen voisi auttaa maankäytön kehittämisintressien ja vihreän infrastruk-
tuurin haasteiden yhteensovittamisessa kestävällä tavalla. Helsingin metropolialueen vihreä infrastruktuuri tulisi 
ymmärtää kokonaisuutena ja sitä tulisi suunnitella kaupunkien, kehittäjien ja kansalaisten yhteistyönä hallinnolli-
sista rajoista riippumatta. 
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For a long time, I have been interested in interfaces in land use 
planning and landscape planning. I have been working a lot 
with di�erent land use planning projects during the past few 
years, and I always �nd encountering a city border line a bit dis-
turbing, especially concerning the Helsinki Metropolitan Area 
(HMA). People live in one HMA city, work in another and seek 
for recreation in a third one. The planning practices and circum-
stances vary from city to city, and there seems to be only little 
co-operation over city borders although in terms of land use, 
the HMA is a single coherent unit, i.e. city borders are only the-
oretical in that sense. Especially nature knows no borders: on 
the contrary, it continues beyond the cities. Therefore, I wanted 
to study HMA green infrastructure without administrative bor-
ders in my thesis. 

First words





PART I - INTRODUCTION





1. BACKGROUND
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This thesis studies the Helsinki Metropolitan Area (Helsinki, 
Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen) green infrastructure. The aim 
is to create a green Infrastructure plan to support Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area land use planning in a scale that is more 
precise than the Regional Plan for the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region 
while more general than the cities’ individual masterplans. The 
plan intentionally neglects the administrative borders in or-
der to get a holistic view of the entire area: in the end, nature 
knows no borders.  The thesis studies the concepts of green in-
frastructure (GI), ecosystem services (ES) and biodiversity 
(BIO) and their possible roles in future city planning. 

What is the role of the green in cities in future? The climate 
change and its impact have been discussed for decades. 
Recently, the climate discussion has increased and worries 
about the planet’s future have grown stronger than before. 
Scientists claim that there is not much time left to safeguard 
our climate: if emissions continue to grow beyond 2020, the 
temperature goals set in Paris 2015 Climate Agreement be-
come almost unattainable (Figueres et al, 2017). In November 
2017, 15 000 scientists from 184 countries published “World 
Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice” with 13 steps 
to sustainability, including e.g. “maintaining nature’s ecosystem 
services by halting the conversion of forests, grasslands and other 
native habitats” (Ripple et al., 2017). It seems that we are truly 
living the Anthropocene – human is changing the entire plan-
et (AWG, 2016). In order to �ght climate change, future nature 
conservation should be done climate in mind: it would consid-
er both the areal changes of climate change and reinforce the 

adaptation capability of species. The quality of the conserva-
tion sites and their connectivity is increasingly important in the 
changing climate, but biodiversity is needed also outside the 
conservation areas, i.e. in cities as well. Both the meaning of 
city nature and the connectivity of green areas for biodiversity 
need to be better understood in urban planning. (YTF, 2018). 

In the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region, the increasing population and 
land use changes can be named as the top drivers of change, 
as the Helsinki Metropolitan Area (HMA) is among the fastest 
growing regions in Europe (Jäppinen & Heliölä, 2015, p.53-54). 
The current population in the HMA is around 1,2 million peo-
ple, which is about 21 % of the total Finnish population. The 
population in the HMA has grown since 2004, and the growth 
has accelerated during the last �ve years: in 2017, it has been 
reported to be record high. Especially Helsinki and Vantaa are 
growing rapidly due to migration from other areas in Finland. 
Moreover, Vantaa gains population from abroad and via natural 
population growth. In Espoo, the growth is based on natural 
population growth as well. (OSF 2017a, Helsingin seudun su-
unnat 2017a & 2017b, HS 4.9.2017). The housing production 
goal in the HMA in 2016 was 13 500 new apartments, while 
the outcome was only 12 200 (OSF 2017b). It is argued (see e.g. 
Soininvaara, O, 17.8.2017) that e.g. Helsinki should accelerate 
its housing production to meet the growth caused by urban-
isation acceleration and changed urban living preferences. So 
far, Helsinki has committed to increase its housing production 
to 7000 apartments per year.  

Therefore, it seems that the HMA continues to grow strongly 
in the future as well. This together with climate change sets a 
need to consider cities’ GI in a large enough scale to support 
the HMA resilience. How can the interests of land use develop-
ment be combined with securing good quality and functioning 
GI in the future? How is the quality of GI de�ned and measured? 
Where should new construction be built, and how? Will GI be 
only lost by constructing or is it possible to supplement or even 
expand GI in the cities by creating new sources?  

From time to time, the discussion of planning the HMA as a one 
coherent unit instead of individual cities rises. Since 2007, there 
has been a law section in the Land Use and Building Act for cre-
ating a common masterplan for the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, 
the ‘Metropolitan plan’. (LUBA, 2000). The plan has not yet been 
realised, but recently, the idea has arisen again. The Ministry 
of the Environment is considering new city planning methods 
for large city regions. The idea is to have cities make decisions 
of large city plans together. (HS 28.2.2018). One obvious target 
for this method is the HMA. Strategic GI planning with ecosys-
tem services and biodiversity in mind should be considered as 
one of the fundamental planning premises of the possible HMA 
masterplan. 

1.1 Overview
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Figure 2. Location of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. Figure 3. The Helsinki Metropolitan Area consists of four cities: 
Helsinki, Espoo, Kauniainen and Vantaa. City of Helsinki.

Figure 1. HMA GI Plan aims to act between regional and city level, being more precise than the Regional Land Use Plan for Helsinki-
Uusimaa but more general than the individual HMA city plans, a common Helsinki Metropolitan Area GI plan guiding city plans. 
Key features of the HMA GI plan are ecosystem services, biodiversity, connectivity and ecosystem services demand.
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2.1.1 Climate change

Cities are facing challenges caused by climate change increas-
ingly. Among them are a decrease in cold temperature ex-
tremes, an increase in warm temperature extremes, an increase 
in extreme high sea levels and an increase in the number of 
heavy precipitation events. This development will likely con-
tinue if the greenhouse emission gases (mainly CO2) are not 
reduced. In order to manage climate change risks, adaptation 
and mitigation strategies are needed. (IPCC, 2014). In Finland, 
air temperature is estimated to rise more and faster than on 
the globe on average. The changes in winter are greater than in 
summer. (Ilmasto-opas.�). Green infrastructure plays a key role 
in cities’ climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies. 
Planned adaptation is more cost e�ective than emergency 
measures. (Hansen et al., 2017, p. 8).

2.1  Urban challenges

2.1.2 Urbanisation and densi�cation

Urbanisation is a clear megatrend. More than a half (54 % in 
2014) of the world’s population lives in urban areas, whereas 
only 30 % of the population was urban in 1950. By 2050, it is 
estimated that 66 % of population will be urban. In Europe, 
73 % of population currently live in urban areas. (UN, 2014). In 
Finland, 69 % of population lives in urban areas and the trend 
is growing stronger. A recent study reveals that migration loss 
concerns even 82,6 % of Finnish municipalities. Net migra-
tion and new apartment construction is strongly concentrat-
ing in the central cities like Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa, Tampere, 
Jyväskylä, Oulu, Turku, Kuopio and Seinäjoki. (OSF, 2017b; HS 
7.4.2018). Presently, densi�cation of urban structure is encour-
aged in city planning in order to prevent further urban sprawl 
reinforced by urbanisation.Densi�cation increases pressure 
of building on green spaces in the city while simultaneously 
the number of potential users grows. Diminishing urban green 
infrastructure might eventually also a�ect to cities’ ability to 
adapt to climate change. (Jäppinen et Heliölä, 2015, p. 54). 

2.1.3 Biodiversity loss

Biodiversity loss is a major threat worldwide. The most impor-
tant direct drivers of change a�ecting biodiversity are habitat 
change (e.g. changes due to land use changes), climate change, 
invasive alien species, overexploitation and pollution. (MEA, 
2005). Despite several international agreements concerning 
environmental protection made both in the Earth Summit in 
Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and after, hundreds of species have been 
become extinct over the past 20 years. In total, biodiversity fell 
globally 12 % between 1992 and 2012. (UNRIC 1; UNRIC 2). 
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2.2.1 Green Infrastructure (GI) 

The concept of green infrastructure (GI) is emerging more 
and more often in the strategic land use planning currently. 
The idea of GI is to treat green infrastructure as both essen-
tial and integral part of other infrastructure systems, e.g. tra�c 
and energy infrastructure networks, in society. The GI concept 
development started in North America and Europe in the late 
1990s. Initially, the GI terminology was not used at all, but by 
2008, the terminology was settled and the consensus on the 
contents of the concept had grown. By now, GI research has es-
tablished relatively common consensus of the concept, and its 
implementation in land use planning is growing. (Mell, 2017). 
However, there is not yet a well-established international de�-
nition of GI. For most de�nitions, it is common that it includes 
both a description of the aims of GI and the elements that form 
GI. The GI concept resembles partly some of the old de�nitions 
such as ‘ecological network’ and ‘green structure’, but in addition 
to the physical structure, GI refers to strategic planning, which 
separates it from other de�nitions. Some GI de�nitions empha-
sise its role in securing ecosystem services, while some focus 
more on the conservation of biodiversity. (Similä et al., 2017 
pp 14-16). 

2.2 Concepts

In the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2011-2020, GI is de�ned as “a 
strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural 
areas with other environmental features designed and man-
aged to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services. It incor-
porates green spaces (or blue if aquatic ecosystems are con-
cerned) and other physical features in terrestrial (including 
coastal) and marine areas. On land, GI is present in rural and 
urban settings.” (EC, 2013: p.3). According to the recommend-
ed de�nition by Finnish ViherKARA Network (2013, p.16), green 
infrastructure is “a strategically planned network of natural and 
built green areas, yards, small water and water areas as well other 
physical nature elements, and which is planned to produce differ-
ent ecosystem services, and which is maintained accordingly.” Put 
this way, it suggests that GI is needed (and planned) to pro-
duce ecosystem services (ES). Securing ES is seen also as the 
key aim of GI politics: Similä et al. (2017, p.14, 16-17) summarize 
the key content of GI as “the idea of environment as an infra-
structure resource capable of producing various kinds of benefits 
and services simultaneously.” GI is strongly linked to biodiversity 
as well. Nearly all urban green infrastructure has some bene�t 
to biodiversity (Forest Research). Alongside GI, the term ‘Urban 
Green Infrastructure’ (UGI) is sometimes used to refer to green 
infrastructure in urban areas. (see Hansen et al., 2017 p.7).

Figure 4.  Green infrastructure (GI) refers to the strategically planned 
network of green and blue structure. GI is needed to provide 
ecosystem services and to secure biodiversity. 
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are the share taken to use of ES potential, and the values are de-
termined for the bene�ts. A change in any step of the Cascade 
causes changes to the rest of the chain. (Haines-Young & 
Potschin, 2010b; Finnish ecosystem service indicators, 2017).

Whereas the ES concept has established an overall under-
standing of the bene�ts of ecosystems for human wellbeing, 
the detrimental output of ecosystems has largely been left 
out of the picture (Ecosystem Disservices, EDS). EDS cover e.g. 
pollens causing allergies, unsafe green areas, introduction of 
invasive species etc. (Von Döhren & Haase, 2015). Von Döhren 
and Haase (2015) rephrase ES and EDS de�nitions as follows: 
“ES and EDS are those functions, structures and aspects of nature 
that can be either beneficial or detrimental for human well-being.” 

Gomez-Baggethun & Barton (2013) de�ne urban ecosystem 
services to be the ecosystem services provided by urban eco-
systems and their components. Urban ES are classi�ed as fol-
lows: food supply, water �ow regulation and runo� mitigation, 
urban temperature regulation, noise reduction, air puri�cation, 
moderation of environmental extremes, waste treatment, cli-
mate regulation, pollination and seed dispersal, recreation 
and cognitive development, and animal sighting. Gomez-
Baggethun & Barton also point out ecosystem disservices (EDS) 
provided in urban areas: air quality problems, view blockage, 
allergies, accidents, fear and stress, damages on infrastructure 
and habitat competition with humans.  In urban context, espe-
cially in regulating and cultural services, including air puri�ca-
tion, noise reduction, urban cooling, runo� mitigation, recrea-
tion and contributions to mental and physical health seem to 
be important. (Gomez-Baggethun & Barton, 2013).

2.2.2 Ecosystem services (ES)

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the concept of ecosystem 
services (ES) made its way to policy for the �rst time. The land-
mark for ES was the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) 
in 2005, which �rmly placed ES in the policy agenda. The de�-
nition of ES in the MA was “the benefits people obtain from 
ecosystems”.  MA emphasised both human dependency on 
ecosystem services and the role of biodiversity and ecological 
processes in human well-being. The MA categorised ES into 
four main types: provisioning, regulating, cultural and sup-
porting. Since the MA, the popularity of ES concept has grown 
rapidly. To classify ES uniformly, the Common International 
Classi�cation of Ecosystem Services (CICES) by European 
Environmental Agency was �rst proposed in 2010. (Gomez-
Baggethun et. al, 2010; Haines-Young & Potschin, 2010a). CICES 
has since been developed further, and it is currently widely 
known and used for the classi�cation of ES. The recommended 
de�nition for ES by Finnish ViherKARA Network (2013, p.18) is 
“Material and immaterial benefits people obtain from ecosystems’ 
structure and function”. 

CICES classi�es ES into three main types: provisioning, regu-
lating & maintenance and cultural services. (Haines-Young & 
Potschin 2013).  In addition, ES is often classi�ed according to 
the Cascade model by Haines-Young & Potschin (2010b). The 
model stresses independent structures, processes and func-
tions involved in ES delivery. Cascade model makes the �ow 
of ES from ecosystem structures and functions to the bene-
�ts and associated values that people gain from them visible. 
Biophysical structures, together with fundamental process-
es of nature, create the capacity for functioning ecosystem. 
Functioning ecosystem create the potential for ES. The bene�ts 

Figure 5. Cascade model makes the flow of ES from ecosystem structures 
and functions to the benefits and associated values that people 
gain from them visible. After Haines-Young & Potchin, 2010b and 
ViherKARA-network, 2013. 
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2.2.3 Biodiversity

In the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development, also known as the Earth Summit in 1992, the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) was declared. The 
Earth Summit was one of the �rst international conferences 
where it was recognised that the economic development need-
ed to take place together with social progress and protection of 
the environment. (UNRIC 1). 

In the Convention on Biological Diversity, biodiversity is de-
�ned as “the variability among living organisms from all 
sources, including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine, and oth-
er aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes which 
they are part, this includes diversity within species, between 
species and ecosystems” (UN, 1992). It is di�cult to quantify 
biodiversity precisely as the most common measure, species 
richness, indicates only the number of species in a certain area. 
Other important attributes are abundance (how much there is 
of any one type of species), variation (the number of di�erent 
types of species over space and time), and distribution (where 
quantity or variation occurs). (MEA, 2005).

2.2.4 Connectivity and green connections

One of the GI’s key features is connectivity and is strongly 
linked to the concepts of ES and biodiversity. Structural con-
nectivity refers to the spatial form of landscape (e.g. forest net-
work), whereas functional connectivity refers to how well spe-
cies depending on some feature of environment can move in 
the network (Similä et al., 2017 p.34-47). 

The connectors between green spaces are often called ‘green 
connections’. Finnish ViherKARA Network (2013) de�nes green 
connections as “A green area that connects larger green spaces 
to each other and that serves for either people’s movement and 
recreation (recreational connection) or species movement and 
spreading (ecological connections) or both of these”. Signi�cant 
to ecological connectivity is the width of the green connection. 
Some of the species are better adapted to human activity than 
other. It has been presented, that 10-30 meters wide green con-
nections are su�cient for species moderately or highly adapted 
to human activity. For some species, even green connections 
only one-meter wide is enough. This means that all connectiv-
ity is bene�cial, but increasing width increases the number of 
species. (Austin, 2014, p.116-117). 
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In the EU Biodiversity Strategy, GI is seen as a key instrument 
for delivering ecosystem services (EC, 2013: p.3). In the research 
literature, there is an on-going discussion of the links between 
biodiversity and ES: whether biodiversity itself is an ecosystem 
service or if it is an underlying concept providing ES (De Groot 
et al., 2016).  Balvanera et al. (2016) conclude that biodiversity 
is linked closely to most ES, but the nature of the links between 
biodiversity and ES delivery are still unknown for most ecosys-
tem services. They present �sh as an example of when the same 
biodiversity component may be linked in very di�erent ways 
to multiple ES (e.g. provisioning, regulating and cultural). They 
also mark that evidently, losing only a few species in a diverse 
community could have a detrimental impact on ecosystem 
services. Similä et al. (2017, p.48-50) have considered GI from 
the point of view of ES and biodiversity. In the landscape level, 
ES and biodiversity are often linked to the same features (e.g. 
old forest), whereas landscape ecological features (e.g. shapes 
of patches and connections between them) are signi�cant for 
biodiversity but not that important for the production of ES. 
Connectivity is an important feature for the movement of spe-
cies and people, but in the production of ES, the total area and 
quality are more important than the network formed of the 
areas.

2.3 GI quality – de�ning by ES, biodiversity and connectivity criteria

According to Salomaa et al. (2017), GI’s contribution to the 
conservation of biodiversity depends on how GI will be im-
plemented in practice. In their study, it was discovered that 
Finnish professionals, including researchers and practitioners 
dealing with designing and implementing biodiversity and GI 
policies in practice, consider both the conservation of biodi-
versity and the provision of ES as important objectives of GI. 
The importance of developing GI by emphasising biodiversity 
conservation was seen slightly, but consistently, higher than 
developing it by emphasising ES, even though biodiversity 
conservation was not de�ned in the GI de�nition used in the 
study. Therefore, they conclude that ES can be seen playing a 
dual role in the GI policy: while it is a central element of the GI 
de�nition, the focus during implementation should not be only 
on ES but also on protecting biodiversity, as there is a risk that 
focusing solely on ES would not be bene�cial to biodiversity 
conservation. If the emphasis is put on the short-term maximi-
zation of ES rather than protection of biodiversity, there is a risk 
of causing negative e�ects on biodiversity and human well-be-
ing in the future: “The benefits of the approach for biodiversity 
conservation will be undermined if a number of ecosystem ser-
vices that have high synergies with biodiversity conservation (e.g. 
regulating services) are ignored.“ The use of GI might increase 
the appreciation, understanding and integration of the multi-
ple values of nature in environmental governance. (Salomaa et 
al., 2017). 

Figure 6. (Above). There isn’t an established consensus whether 
biodiversity itself is an ecosystem service or if it is an 
underlying concept providing ES. 

Figure 7. (Middle). The nature of links between BIO & ES delivery are for 
most ecosystem services unknown. Evidently even the loss of 
a few species from diverse community could have detrimental 
impact on ES. 

Figure 8. (Below). The same biodiversity component may be linked 
in very different and even contradicting ways to multiple 
ecosystem services.
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2.4.1 Green Infrastructure (GI)

Global

The concept of GI is on the rise in international and local poli-
tics all over the globe. In the EU Strategy, the need for EU level 
actions to maximize GI is recognised, and the aim is to inte-
grate GI into di�erent policies. The aim is to in�uence land use 
formation and environmental policy in order to prevent the 
fragmentation of connected natural environment and preserve 
biodiversity. The EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020 aims to protect 
biodiversity for its intrinsic value, and a commitment is includ-
ed to develop a common GI strategy for the EU. The European 
Commission Strategy of GI sees GI as a tool to implement re-
gional, development, climate change, disaster risk manage-
ment, agriculture / forestry and environment policies. The aim 
is to ensure that GI becomes a standard part of spatial planning 
and territorial development, and that it is fully integrated into 
implementation of these policies. (EC, 2013). 

According to the Europe-wide GREEN SURGE project (Hansen 
et al., 2017, p. 7-20), Urban Green Infrastructure (UGI) solutions 
can be used to achieve policy goals followingly:

• Adapting to climate change – UGI provides solutions for 
reducing vulnerability to climate change, e.g. storm water 
management and local climate regulating.

• Promoting green economy – UGI helps increasing cities’ 
attractiveness. 

• Fostering social cohesion – UGI provides space for joint 
activities from di�erent origins and social context, thus 
improving their relationship.

• Protecting biodiversity – UGI connects green areas within 
a city and beyond. Promoting green design, such as green 
roofs, supports biodiversity in cities as well. 

2.4 Green infrastructure, ecosystem services and biodiversity as part of politics and planning practises

The big advantage of the GI planning concept is its holistic and 
multiscale approach that aims to take ecological, social, cultur-
al, biotic and economical aspects of greenspaces into consid-
eration. However, despite its increasing popularity, GI has re-
mained a broad and elusive concept so far, and little attention 
has been paid to the knowledge gap between academics and 
practitioners regarding embedding GI in planning policies and 
practice (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014; Di Marino & Lapintie, 2017). In 
order to handle spatial, landscape, environmental and admin-
istrative con�icts while implementing GI, new tools and knowl-
edge of the urban context are needed, as well as a stronger link 
between the disciplines themselves, and between academics 
and practitioners. (Di Marino & Lapintie, 2017). GI consists of 
many di�erent environment resources with di�erent pressure 
of usage; therefore, di�erent kinds of means are needed to ex-
ploit GI and to guide conservation. (Similä et al., 2017, p.19). 
In order to fully realise successful GI politics, multidisciplinary 
strategic planning as well as participatory governance are re-
quired. (Mattijssen et al.,2017). 

Di Marino and Lapintie (2017) mark that it is not clear how to 
treat GI in di�erent planning and policy levels between practi-
tioners and policy-makers – which elements belong to which 
level? They also point out that it seems to be di�cult to rep-
resent GI and ES as a whole system in the land use context, as 
in the use of GI and the concepts related to it, there seems to 
be predominance of traditional concepts such as recreational 
functions and conservation. Similä et al. (2017, p.20-27) have 
studied di�erent approaches to GI policy in a few EU countries 
and in the USA. For most of the approaches, actions on three 
levels were in common: national-level institutional frame-
work for GI policy, regional level GI planning and local level GI 
realisation. 

Finland

As a part of the EU, Finland needs to take into consideration the 
EU guidelines in planning actions. How the concept of GI will 
be implemented in practice is still under discussion at the EU, 
at both national and local levels.  For example, France, Sweden 
and the Netherlands are developing new planning tools for the 
GI politics. In Finland, GI has not yet been systematically incor-
porated into the national policy instruments. (Salomaa et al, 
2017; Similä et al., 2017, p.12-32).

Although there are no existing means of politics in Finland that 
would enable systematic and comprehensive development of 
GI, there are methods that have both signi�cance and unused 
potential for GI. The �rst step should be to cover su�cient re-
sources of the authorities and to provide information how to 
utilise the whole potential. In the current Finnish policy, a land 
use planning system is the key tool for guiding locations for 
functions, although it does not cover all areas in practice. Other 
central tool in that is the Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA), which can be used for various projects. Considering GI, 
the land use planning system and EIA are in the core of the 
current regulation, although they cannot solely secure GI. The 
regulation relevant to GI consists vastly of sectoral guidance 
means. Some of the natural environments are totally left out of 
the regulation concerning environmental changes. The current 
legislation protects e�ciently mainly special nature values, in-
dividual species and habitats. In addition, the current regulation 
does not enable either strategic planning of a larger conserva-
tion entity or vast environmental assessment of impacts while 
the assessment concentrates on individual locations and their 
changes. Therefore, the integration and coordination between 
di�erent guidance systems should be developed. However, it 
should be noted that GI can also be secured to some extent 
in the frame of current regulation. (Similä et al.,2017, p.70-71, 
95-96, 108). 
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2.4.2 Ecosystem services (ES)

Global

According to Hansen et al. (2015), ecosystem services (ES) as a 
concept is gaining increasing attention, but to have an impact 
on decision-making, it has to spread from academia into prac-
tice. The ES concept is beginning to become more and more 
mainstream in urban planning in the USA and Europe. This 
means that the potential of urban planning utilising GI to ad-
dress the needs of climate change resilience and to meet the 
goals of urban sustainability is increasing. Hansen et al. (2015) 
further state that promoting ES on a high policy level will con-
tribute to the mainstreaming of ES in a relatively short time 
span, if cities’ planning organisations have a capacity to react 
to new concepts. It is also discussed that implementing ES fea-
tures without applying ES assessment, mapping or valuation, 
they might still have positive e�ects on urban ecosystems and 
human well-being. 

ES can enable land use planning to develop ecologically sus-
tainable urban regions, them being the functional link between 
human and nature. Although many aspects of ES have already 
been included in the land use planning principles based on 
sustainable development (e.g. nature conservation areas), the 
ES concept can also help promoting the development of a 
more comprehensive understanding of ES – and positively help 
to understand e.g. how nature conservation areas have multi-
ple values (biodiversity, recreation, identity of on area) instead 
of seeing conservation as a threat to urban development. The 
concept could also help to emphasise the importance of green 
areas not containing special nature values. In urban regions, 
both local and regional level ecological networks are vital for 
maintaining ES. (Niemelä et al.,2010). 

Finland

In current Finnish regulations, numerous implicit connections 
to ES are found (e.g. in Land Use and Building Act). The current 
legislation does not provide clear authorisation for consider-
ation of ES in decision-making, although it mostly does not 
prevent it either. On one hand, land use planning provides �ex-
ible consideration of a broad range of  environmental values. 
On the other hand, the �exibility leaves lot of discretion to the 
planners.  (Jäppinen & Heliölä, 2015, p.114-115). The valuable 
areas of nature, supplemented by areas with the highest ES 
provision potential and areas especially important for people, 
form the key areas of GI. The identi�ed key areas must be con-
sidered in land use planning, and the ES functions are to be 
maintained or enhanced by land use decisions by giving them 
a legitimate status in land use plans.  (Jäppinen & Heliölä, 2015, 
p.46, 80, 113).

So far, the ES concept is not yet widely used in planning practice 
in Finland (although, as pointed out previously, many elements 
of it are already included in the planning system). It seems that 
the concept is perceived to be too abstract and complex for 
practical planning. However, there are already some cities, with 
more emerging, that use ES especially in the masterplan level. 
For example, Lahti, Helsinki, Oulu and Mikkeli have taken as-
sessing ES as a part of their city planning processes. In addition, 
Helsinki has recently published a manual for planners about ES 
in spatial planning (City of Helsinki, 2017a). Traditionally, recre-
ational services (unlike other ES) have been considered impor-
tant, and they also have been regulated in land use planning by 
legislation in Finland. (Niemelä et al.,2010). 
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2.4.3 Biodiversity 

Global

In the United Nations Conference Rio+20 in 2012 (also known 
as Earth Summit 2012), the member states recognised “the se-
verity of global biodiversity loss and degradation of ecosystems” 
and rea�rmed in the outcome document called ‘the Future We 
Want’ “the intrinsic value of biological diversity, as well as the eco-
logical, genetic, social, economic, scientific, educational, cultural, 
recreational and aesthetic values of biological diversity and its 
critical role in maintaining ecosystems that provide essential ser-
vices, which are critical foundations for sustainable development 
and human well-being”.  They also called for urgent actions to 
reduce, halt and reverse the loss of biodiversity. (UN, 2012). The 
Sustainable Development Goal 15 of ‘Transforming our world: 
the 2030 Agenda’ by United Nations is to “protect, restore and 
promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably 
manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land 
degradation and halt biodiversity loss”. (UN, 2015). 

The headline target of the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020 is to 
halt the loss of biodiversity and the degradation of ecosystem 
services in the EU by 2020, and restore them in so far as feasi-
ble, while stepping up the EU contribution to averting global 
biodiversity loss (EC, 2011). However, in the EU mid-term re-
view, it is stated that there is no signi�cant progress towards 
the target (EU, 2015). 

Finland

Finland has its own biodiversity strategy and action plan fol-
lowing the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020.  Finland’s strategy 
goals include mainstreaming biodiversity conservation and 
sustainable use, reducing instant pressure on biodiversity and 
promoting its sustainable use, improving the state of biodiver-
sity, securing the bene�ts gained from biodiversity and ecosys-
tem services and improving the implementation of biodiversity 
conservation and sustainable use. (VN, 2012). 

In Finnish city planning, biodiversity conservation is imple-
mented by zoning the most valuable areas and the areas im-
portant for nature, for example ecological corridors, in the land 
use plan documents of all scales e.g. as ‘conservation areas’, ‘im-
portant area for biodiversity’ or ‘ecological corridor’. In addition, 
areas de�ned in Natura 2000 program are acknowledged in 
the land use plans. The areas having biodiversity importance, 
but not belonging to the conservation category, are often ac-
knowledged; however, they do not have same kind of legal pro-
tection as the most valuable areas, meaning that other, usually 
more monetary, interests (e.g. land use) may override the bi-
odiversity values. Jalkanen (2016) concludes that in the cities, 
protecting biodiversity should be based biodiversity potential 
and species richness of areas rather than on protecting individ-
ual species.
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2.5 How to integrate GI from theory into Finnish practise? 

2.5.1 Challenges facing GI in Finland

In Finland, there are direct and indirect drivers a�ecting GI, ES 
and biodiversity. The main direct drivers are land use changes, 
climate change, nutrient loading in water bodies and invasive 
species. The main indirect drivers are demographic drivers, 
economic drivers (consumption, production and globalisa-
tion), socio-political drivers, cultural and religious drivers, sci-
ence and technology. (Jäppinen & Heliölä, 2015, p.28). Finnish 
cities’ key threats caused by climate change are rising tempera-
ture, increasing rainfall and the rise of sea level. In Finland, tem-
perature rises more than elsewhere on the globe on average, 
and rainfall increases especially during winter. The sea level is 
estimated to rise from 30 cm to 90 cm by year 2100. (Ilmasto-
opas.�). 

Nature in cities may be signi�cantly more diverse than in coun-
tryside due to cities’ heterogeneous nature compared to the 
more homogeneous country landscape. For example, Helsinki 
is one of the most �ora species-rich areas in Finland. In total, 
88% of Finnish acreage is unbuilt environment: however, these 
natural areas have been largely changed from their original nat-
ural condition (e.g. due to forestry and drainage of the marsh-
es) – meaning that in large areas of Finland, the main question 
of GI is qualitative, not quantitative. Key features of areas, when 
considering ES and biodiversity, are acreage, location and man-
agement so that they provide multiple ES and secure biodiver-
sity. In addition, the waterbody (blue structure) plays a signif-
icant role in Finland. (Similä et al., 2017 p.32; Vierikko, K. et al, 
2014, p.22). 

2.5.2 General GI planning principles

In research literature, some general key GI planning principles 
have been concluded. According to Hansen & Pauleit’s sum-
ming-up (2014), the main GI planning principles are: 

• Integration: urban green is one type of infrastructure

• Multifunctionality: ecological, social, economic, biotic 
and cultural aspects of green spaces 

• Connectivity: physical and functional connections 
between green spaces in di�erent scales 

• Multi-scale approach: GI should function in multiple 
scales

• Multi-object approach: planning includes all kinds of 
green and blue space

• Strategic approach: long-term aims but �exible for 
changes

• Social inclusion: communicative and socially inclusive 
planning and management

• Transdisciplinarity:  based on knowledge from di�erent 
disciplines such as landscape ecology, urban and regional 
planning and landscape architecture, and developed 
in partnership with di�erent local authorities and 
stakeholders. 

The GREEN SURGE project (Hansen et al., 2017) concludes four 
core principles of UGI planning to be: 

• Green-grey integration – combining green and grey 
infrastructure 

• Connectivity – creating green space networks

• Multifunctionality – delivering and enhancing multiple 
functions and services

• Social inclusion – collaborative and participatory 
planning. 

Jansson (2014) summarizes �ve urban green spaces qualities 
increasing ES and their bene�ts that could be considered in 
planning practice for sustainable compact cities: 

• proximity where people live, work, commute and spend 
time

• coherence and sufficient size 

• variation in character and type 

• high-quality management and upkeep

• possibilities for people to be involved in green space 
development.
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2.5.3 Spatial methods in GI planning

To fully integrate the GI concept with ES and biodiversity 
concepts into practice, new planning methods are needed. 
Successful GI planning is conscious and strategic, while consid-
ering di�erent spatial scales (regional, city, local), as well as all 
the urban green regardless of ownership and origin. (Mattijssen 
et al.,2017). The GI concept refers to both physical green struc-
ture and its strategic planning. To be able to plan strategically, 
it is essential to understand what features the green structure 
need so that it can provide ES and secure biodiversity. The key 
features are ecological coherence, areal balance and connectiv-
ity (both structural and functional). (Similä et al., 2017 p.34-47).  

GreenFrame – mapping ecosystem services

Kopperoinen et al. (2014) have developed a location-based 
analysis method called ‘GreenFrame’ that relies on a wide va-
riety of available GIS data. The aim of the method is to help 
identify and spatially locate di�erent elements of GI based 
on the provision potential of ES, and to combine spatial data 
with the knowledge of experts and regional and local actors. 
The GreenFrame method was used to study GI e.g. for Phased 
Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region in 
2014. The results showed that GreenFrame approach allows 
relatively rapid acquisition of an overall picture of the multi-
functional key areas of GI that have the highest ES provision 
potential. (Jäppinen & Heliölä, 2015, p.46). 

Zonation – spatial biodiversity conservation

Zonation is a GIS-based calculation method developed in 
the University of Helsinki for analysing large amount of ras-
ter-based data concerning nature values. It can be used to de-
tect the most valuable areas within the study area concerned. 
Zonation has been used e.g. in the Phased Regional Land Use 
Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region background studies in 
2014. Zonation calculates a spatial, place-bound prioritising 
classi�cation, in which all the pixels of the combined data get 
values between 0 (least valuable) to 1 (most valuable). This en-
ables an easy extraction of e.g. the most or least valuable 10 % 
biodiversity areas within the study area. Zonation includes cre-
ating executive curve data describing the resulting prioritising 
distribution of habitats. The raster value hierarchy is based on 
the entire area covered by the Zonation map – e.g. in the case of 
the Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa 
Region studies, the detected valuable raster pixels located 
in Sipoo are valuable in the entire Uusimaa scale, not only in 
Sipoo. (Kuusterä et al., 2015, p.9). Jalkanen (2016) presents that 
spatial conservation should be used detect the most valuable 
areas in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, which all the metropol-
itan area cities should secure by common coordination. 

2.5.4 The potential of land use planning instruments

Finnish land use planning system suits to secure GI because 
it covers all land use features, it enables taking local features 
into consideration and it is a �exible, democratic, constant and 
adapting system. In addition, the EU GI Strategy aims to inte-
grate GI as a systematic part of land use planning. In Finland, 
the role of GI in city planning could be made stronger by devel-
oping the requirements of city planning contents to be more 
concrete in the terms of biodiversity and ES. In addition, the 
integration of environmental legislation should be promoted 
to coordinate key plans and actions to secure GI.  (Similä et al., 
2017 p.99-100).  ES impact assessment could be included o�-
cially as a part of zoning assessment process. 

The current city planning typology of the green is limited, and 
the classi�cation is very diverse in di�erent cities. To clarify the 
situation, Hannikainen (2012) recommends that the Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area cities �nd a common, systematic and coher-
ent way to de�ne the overall acreage of the green spaces by 
creating a uniform categorization that covers the whole vari-
ety of green spaces. According to them, the new classi�cation 
should be based on multiple criteria including land use, vege-
tation and nature value. 
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2.5.5 Understanding that all the green and the blue 
contribute to GI

Traditionally, privately own gardens have not been considered 
as a part of cities’ o�cial green structure. However, they do con-
tribute to the GI signi�cantly, especially when cities are densi-
�ed and traditional green areas are diminished due to land use 
development. While private gardens cannot replace natural 
habitats, they can complement them and contribute in produc-
ing ES and supporting biodiversity. For example, placing single 
house residential areas with gardens close to urban parks sup-
ports both green types ecologically. (Ojala et al, 2017; Niemelä 
et al., 2010). In the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, there are over 67 
000 detached and semi-detached houses with associated gar-
dens. Ojala et al. (2017) state that the potential of these private 
green spaces in providing ES and supporting urban biodiversi-
ty should be acknowledged in urban planning. Similarly, also 
all other uno�cial city green, such as street green and green 
roofs, can contribute to the city GI. It should be noted that the 
impact can also be negative – e.g. stormwater e�ecting water 
quality or invasive species spreading out of garden. 

2.5.6 Management principles and methods

Management principles and methods can have a positive im-
pact on UGI’s ES and biodiversity contribution as well as on cli-
mate change adaptation. Management in cities should be done 
in a way that supports biodiversity. Nature in cities, especially 
forests, should be maintained “not actively”: keeping the main 
routes open while otherwise letting the forest live as wild and 
free as possible. When constructing cities, biodiversity aspects 
should be kept in mind e.g. by choosing �ora carefully. By cre-
ating meadows, it is possible to contribute to biodiversity. (YLE, 
28.10.2016). The amount of vegetation in cities is important 
also for carbon sinks: built green areas should be left in their 
natural state, and a great amount of multi-layer vegetation 
should be favoured. (Kaupunkisuunnittelijan tarkistuslista). 
Management methods need also to be taken into considera-
tion when rejecting invasive species. 

Using UGI in surface water drainage (green-grey integration) 
has many environmental bene�ts: reducing both surface water 
runo� and associated pollution, absorbing carbon and linking 
niche habitat sites within the wider urban area. Sustainable 
street and rooftop drainage systems could be developed to-
gether with green riparian corridors to counteract the increas-
ing amount of impermeable cover in cities. Moreover, a healthy 
and accessible urban drainage network will ful�l important 
ecosystem service objectives that support more liveable urban 
environment. (Ellis, 2013).

2.5.7 Follow-up and monitoring

To promote and secure ES & biodiversity, monitoring tools are 
needed to follow up the GI development.  In France, the connec-
tivity is monitored via area-speci�c indicator species. The idea 
is that keeping these indicator species vital, the GI connectivity 
is secured. Similä et al. (2017 p.43) suggest that a same kind 
of system could be used in Finland as parts of landscape level 
planning and landscape level programs. The indicators would 
show the state or change of a situation, but they would not tell 
the cause of the change. For the decision-making, it is impor-
tant to identify the reasons and threats behind the changes in 
GI, such as the pressure of new construction, climate change 
etc. (Similä et al. 2017, p.61-64). 

Ahern et al. (2014) suggest an adaptive design and planning 
model for improving ES concept implementation in planning. 
The core idea of the model is “learning by doing”: planning 
practices are constantly monitored for making changes where 
needed. To help the monitoring, Ahern et al. suggest that a 
standardized urban ES assessment toolbox should be created. 
However, there are not yet commonly well-established indi-
cators for ES, although di�erent indicators have been largely 
suggested internationally. In Finland, a list of the most impor-
tant ES and their indicators has recently been developed. The 
indicators are primarily developed for national level, but they 
could possibly be used in regional and municipality level in the 
future as well. (Similä et. al.,2017; Finnish ecosystem service in-
dicators, 2017). 
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2.5.8 Additional perspectives to be considered

Understanding the values of GI, ES and biodiversity

The di�erent values of green spaces, especially how to measure 
them economically, are some of the current hot discussion top-
ics. Understanding the economic meaning of GI and ES might 
ease integrating the concepts as a part of the planning politics. 

Gomez-Baggethun & Barton (2013) state that losing ecosystems 
in cities may involve high long-term economic costs when pub-
lic services and supplies need to be restored and maintained 
through built infrastructure, if similar services provided by GI 
are lost (e.g. stormwater management). In addition, loss of GI 
can increase the cities’ vulnerability to shocks like heat waves, 
�ooding, storms etc. Elmqvist et al. (2015) state that investing 
in ecological infrastructure in cities can be not only ecologically 
and socially desirable but also economically advantageous. The 
capacity of ecosystems of reducing risks will play an essential 
role in mitigating new physical stresses, e.g. �ooding. 

Although using economic calculations to demonstrate the val-
ues put at risk if green spaces are not su�ciently considered 
well-serving in planning, it is also questioned whether all as-
pects of green space values will ever be possible to identify and 
calculate in monetary terms (Jansson, 2014). To develop other 
than monetary approach to de�ne the bene�ts of urban ES, 
Jansson presents bene�ts of urban ES provided by urban green 
spaces to be categorised into:

• Economic benefits (e.g.  increased property value, urban 
agriculture, city branding) 

• Health benefits (e.g. longevity, physical and mental well-
being, brain power and child development)

• Quality of life benefits (e.g. safety, participation, social 
interaction, attractive living and working environments)

• Ecological benefits (e.g. regulating services, noise and 
pollution reduction, local climate regulation and reduction 
of global warming). 

Figure 9. GI consists of various green spaces. Green space typology 
presents 44 green types clustered in eight groups. After Hansen 
et al., 2015 (p. 16).
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More cross-disciplinarity and public participation 

To obtain cross-disciplinary cooperation, GI planning requires 
knowledge from di�erent professions and multiple experts. 
However, this can be a challenge in practice. (Hansen & Pauleit, 
2014; Kopperoinen et al., 2014). Detailed expert assessment of 
individual ES is both time-consuming and expensive, there-
fore being usually unfeasible in land use planning because of 
tight schedules. Di�erent viewpoints of experts can also pro-
duce contradicting appreciations, which can be a challenge 
when implementing GI and ES in planning practice. However, 
semi-quantitative expert ES-evaluation-based methods are 
seen as a possibility to bring added value in decision-making 
and land use planning. (Kopperoinen et al., 2014). It has also 
been suggested that more experts should be included in land-
scape and urban planning, starting from the early stages of 
new research and practices (di Marino & Lapintie, 2017) and 
that there is a need for specialised expertise especially in the 
case of understanding ES in urban settings (Kopperoinen et al., 
2014). 

It is also presented that the involvement of non-governmental 
actors in planning and governance of UGI has high importance. 
Both the planners and public o�cials need to keep an active 
and responsible role in strategic planning, but they should also 
see the involvement of other actors in UGI governance as an 
opportunity rather than an obstacle. The planning, governance 
and management of UGI could be done through various gov-
ernance arrangements including e.g. grassroots movements, 
co-governance and green barters. (Mattijssen et al. (2017)). 
Local people should be included more strongly in land use 
planning e.g. via participatory GIS methods. In addition, ena-
bling their views and values to be considered properly in the 
planning process results often in less contested �nal plans. 
(Jäppinen & Heliölä, 2015, p. 113). 

Compensation – dynamic nature conservation? 

As a new GI planning tool, compensation methods with a prin-
ciple of “no net loss” could be used to allow the unavoidable 
losses to be compensated instead. This could add �exibility in 
the city planning system, while it would still secure a certain 
level of conservation. If ecological compensation is not possi-
ble, it could be possible to compensate losses in money, and 
in these cases, the money could be pointed into GI supporting 
projects. When using compensation, it must be noted that not 
all ES provided by GI can be externalised. For example, dimin-
ishing GI in cities by construction may reduce the city’s ability 
to adapt to the climate change because the green regulating 
the climate is lost – in these cases, compensating GI outside the 
city does not help. (Similä et al., 2017 p.66-67, 100). 

In Finland, a project called ‘Habitat bank of Finland’ is under 
study for the time being. The project presents an idea of launch-
ing “the spoiler pays” principle in nature conservation: if e.g. a 
construction project weakens biodiversity, the losses need to 
be compensated by restoring similar habitat elsewhere. The 
project aims to create compensate markets in Finland – the 
Habitat bank of Finland would serve as an active and impar-
tial dealer between the companies interested in compensation 
and the landowners who could invest in improving the envi-
ronmental state. (YTF, 2016)
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2.6 Conclusions

• The key urban challenges concerning city development 
are climate change, urbanisation and loss of biodiversity. 
In Finland, temperature rises more than elsewhere on the 
globe on average and rainfall increases, especially during 
winter. In addition, the sea level rises.

• The concepts of green infrastructure (GI) and ecosystem 
services (ES) are gaining more and more popularity. On 
theoretical side, the concepts have already been widely 
discussed and there is a common consensus of the 
numerous bene�ts of the concepts. Biodiversity and its 
importance are widely acknowledged but halting the 
biodiversity loss has not yet succeeded. Connectivity is 
strongly linked to the concepts of ES and biodiversity.  

• Biodiversity and ES are linked to each other, although 
there is an ongoing discussion whether biodiversity itself 
is an ecosystem service or if it is an underlying concept 
providing ES. It is stated by experts that if the emphasis 
is put on the short-term maximization of ES rather than 
protection of biodiversity, there is a risk of causing 
negative e�ects on biodiversity and human well-being in 
the long run.

• The main direct drivers a�ecting GI, ES and biodiversity 
in Finland are land use changes, climate change, nutrient 
loading in water bodies and invasive species.

• The key goals of GI planning can be summarised to secure 
ES supply and biodiversity and to respond to climate 
change challenges. Strategic planning, integrating green 
as infrastructure, multifunctionality and connectivity can 
be concluded as the core GI planning principles.

• To assess GI quality, ES and biodiversity as well as 
connectivity criteria should be used. There have been 
developed GIS-based methods like GreenFrame and 
Zonation that can be utilised to detect the GI values.

• Elements of both GI and ES concepts already exist among 
current Finnish planning practises although they are not 
explicitly integrated. The land use planning system has 
unused potential in the point of view of GI planning. 
Biodiversity is integrated in land use planning systems, 
but it concerns mainly the most valuable nature areas 
– other areas having meaning for biodiversity are easily 
neglected. 

• Mainstreaming the concept of GI might be the key in 
implementing ES aspects in planning as GI as a concept 
is maybe more easily approachable and understandable 
than the ES concept.

• The GI needs to be understood more widely than covering 
only the o�cial city green – also private gardens and 
street green contribute to GI. The city green should be 
maintained “not actively”. 

• Monitoring and follow-up means are needed to follow the 
GI development.

• Understanding the values, e.g. economic and health 
values, of GI, ES and biodiversity might help integrating 
the concepts as parts of planning systems. Strategic cross-
disciplinary planning o�ers tools and ways of evaluating 
the green, also public participation should be increased. 
New methods, such as compensation, should be studied 
to be able to use them in land use planning. 

• Seeing GI planning as an equally important part of 
land use planning as other city infrastructure elements 
could increase the understanding the importance of the 
green in cities in all aspects, including climate change 
adaptation, ecosystem services, biodiversity and economic 
bene�ts. This can be considered especially important 
in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, where the constantly 
increasing population also increases ES demand, while 
simultaneously some GI is lost for new construction. 





3. GI PLANNING INSIGHT
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To have a look on di�erent approaches of GI planning, four 
examples were studied. The main questions of the case study 
were: 1 what kind of a GI plan / strategies exist and 2) is the GI 
integrated in land use planning system / how is it integrated? 
Two Finnish and two international examples were chosen. The 
aim was to �nd out how the concepts of green infrastructure 
and ecosystem services have been utilised, as well as how bio-
diversity is treated in the examples and if there is a link between 
these elements. In addition, topics of economical perspective, 
compensation methods, management, public participation 
and implementation measures were studied.  

Figure 11. Locations of the example cases.Figure 10. The aim of the example case study was 
to find out, how the concepts GI / ES / 
biodiversity (BIO) have been utilised in 
spatial planning. 

3.1 Overview
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Figure 12. Extract of Lahti Masterplan. City of Lahti. Figure 14. Extracts of Barcelona Green Infrastructure & Biodiversity Plan 2020.

Figure 13. Extract of Oulu VILMO plan. City of Oulu. Figure 15. Extracts of Birmingham Green Living Spaces Plan.



LAHTI MASTERPLAN VILMO-PLAN, OULU (NEW OULU MASTERPLAN)   

PLAN STATUS   Constantly updated masterplan (reviewed every council period) since 2009, 
green area planning is part of land use planning. 

 Oulu green area network and biodiversity (VILMO) – plan was done as a 
background work for the Oulu Masterplan 2050 work in 2013-2014. 

OBJECTIVES AND 
FORM OF THE 

PLAN

 The Lahti vision is to be “an attractive and vital environmental city” and 
“Masterplan is the image of the strategy that offers a platform to discuss the 
future of Lahti”  

 The form of the plan is “traditional” masterplan 

 VILMO is based on landscape and biodiversity studies.  
 As a result, maps of ES supply and recommendations for land use planning. 

ROLE OF GI, ES & 
BIODIVERSITY

 No mentions of GI. Green area and green connections the most used terms to 
refer larger green areas. 

 ES considered as one significant topic of the Masterplan. The most important 
ES for Lahti presented in a form of a map.

 ES assessment as part of the impact assessment  
 Biodiversity covered as its own topic and biodiversity assessment done as part 

of the impact assessment.  

 No GI mentions, but the plan identifies elements of green structure (green 
wedges, green rings and main green corridors)  

 ES supply was studied in scales of 1:25 000 and 1:80 000, the study was based 
on literature and GIS data. 

 The green network was classified using ES approach -> as a result, a map of 
nature and landscape recommendations for land use.

 The key areas for ES in Oulu were identified. The development ideas are 
strongly emphasized by ES cultural services. 

 Biodiversity supply studied through biodiversity valuable sites and connections 
between the sites. 

ECONOMICAL
PERSPECTIVE

 General mentions of ES importance for economics.  No special attention, general mention of ES importance for economics. 

COMPENSATION  No mentions.  No mentions.

MANAGEMENT  Separate Green area program (Viheralueohjelma) in which city-owned green 
area management and development aims are presented. The green area 
program is followed by green area action programs that guide the actual 
implementation.  

 ES point of view integrated as part of management classification  

 No specific guidance to management methods. 

SPECIAL
FEATURES

 First masterplan with ES features in Finland 
 The general plan is constantly updated (4-year period)  

 First masterplan with ES features in Oulu. 
 Large scale. 

PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION 

 Master plan developed together with citizens in 4 open workshops.  
 Multiple surveys, seminars for different stakeholders (including young people 

and children) 
 Public presentation 

 Workshop for experts as part of VILMO. 
 No public participation for VILMO. 

IMPLEMENTATION  ES part of impact assessment 
 Some ES mentions included in zoning regulations e.g. [VR] Area for outdoors. 

The marking shows green areas in natural state. The special features of 
landscape and natural environment are cherished in order to secure 
biodiversity and the area’s special role in providing ecosystem services as a 
large green area.

 Constant updating of masterplan -> follow-up of the realisation and re-
evaluation of the planning context. Indicators have been created to measure 
the development 

 The outcome of the VILMO plan, green network, included in the Oulu 
Masterplan 2050 – zoning map. 
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3.2 Finnish examples

Figure 16a. Summary of the Finnish examples.



BIRMINGHAM – GREEN LIVING SPACES PLAN BARCELONA GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AND BIODIVERSITY PLAN 2020 

PLAN STATUS  

 Citywide planning policy document approved by the City Council.   Falls in line with the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020 
 “A tool to set the challenges, goals and commitments of the City Council, topics GI and 

biological diversity”. Apparently guides the planning actions taken in Barcelona – legal 
status stays a bit unclear 

OBJECTIVES AND 
FORM OF THE 
PLAN

 GI strategy, first city level ES study in Great Britain  
 7 principles presented are adopted across the wider planning framework within the 

draft ‘Your Green and Healthy City supplementary planning document’ (SDP) 
1. An adapted city – Retain City’s top ranking for adaption 
2. The City’s Blue Network – Adopt water sensitive urban design 
3. Healthy City – Adopt Natural Health Improvement Zones 
4. The City’s Productive Landscapes – Embrace urban forestry and urban food 

growing 
5. The City’s Greenways – Change gear – to walking and cycling City 
6. The City’s Ecosystems – Birmingham as biophilic City 
7. The City’s Green Living Spaces – Birmingham an international City of Green living 

spaces 
 The plan presents policy references, case studies and Birmingham outcomes of each 7 

principles that are also mapped

 Strategic plan that presents diagnosis of current state of GI and sets vision and concrete 
actions for the future GI.

 Two key concepts: connectivity of GI and re-naturalisation of the city 
 10 strategic lines. Each strategic line covers concrete actions and goals to achieve the 

line. 
1. Preserving the city’s natural heritage 
2. Planning GI to ensure connectivity and strike a balance in distribution 
3. Designing the city and its green spaces taking into account environmental services 

and integrating criteria to enhance biodiversity 
4. Creating news sources for nature and increasing the presence of GI and 

biodiversity 
5. Managing parks and gardens and other green spaces with sustainability and 

efficiency criteria, fostering biodiversity 
6. Preserving and enhancing the value of cultural heritage, especially in historical 

gardens 
7. Improving knowledge for the management and conservation of GI and biodiversity 
8. Spreading knowledge of GI and biodiversity and their values, fostering training 
9. Fostering green spaces as places for health and enjoyment as well as promoting 

citizen involvement in their creation and in the conservation biodiversity 
10. Strengthening local leadership, networking and the commitment to the 

conservation of GI and biodiversity 

ROLE OF GI, ES & 
BIODIVERSITY

 ES and biodiversity and their assessment one of the key principles  
 Taking GI into development consideration is emphasised.  

 The plan is built based on developing GI. GI is seen to provide ecological, 
environmental, social and economic services. No direct mention of ES. Biodiversity is a 
key theme of the plan.   

 The plan presents a catalogue of actions to implement the strategic lines 

ECONOMICAL
PERSPECTIVE

 No mentions.  It is set as a goal to secure financial support through sponsorship for GI and biodiversity 
preservation programmes by involving economic stakeholders 

COMPENSATION  No mentions.  No mentions 

MANAGEMENT  No mentions.  One of the 10 strategy lines defines the management criteria to involve sustainability 
and biodiversity. 

SPECIAL
FEATURES

 Presents an interactive online tool for enhancing decision making amongst city 
planners, public health and developers.

 The plan presents wide variety of GI strategy lines from designing to acquiring 
sponsorship for GI. 

PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION 

 No mentions.  
 The maps are publicly available to encourage the third sector and voluntary 

organisations’ participation 

 Spreading knowledge among public is one of the 10 strategy lines.  
 The public is encouraged to take part in urban development trough different actions, 

e.g. supporting a program for temporary usage of unused spaces, providing citizens 
documentation and technical support concerning green roofs.  

IMPLEMENTATION

 The Green Spaces living plan is linked to supplementary planning document draft 
“Places for the future” which contains a “Sustainability Checklist” presenting how a 
developer / applicant needs to contribute to the climate change adaptation in order to 
get a development permission. The requirements are divided into mandatory (e.g. 
demonstrating how the development integrates GI as part of the design) and feasible 
(e.g. providing accessible green roof) ones. 

 The plan is implemented through Birmingham Adaption Action plan, which ensures that 
the City is prepared for future climate impacts and extreme weather events. 

 Monitoring system consists of regular assessment of the actions set in the plan.  
 The monitoring includes creating indicators to assess how the condition of the city has 

evolved as a result of the implementation of the plan. 
 Pilots, realisation plans following the Plan, e.g. Master Plan for Barcelona’s Trees 2017-

2037: a 20-year action plan to guide the planning, management and future conservation 
of Barcelona’s trees.  
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3.3 International examples

Figure 16b. Summary of the international examples.
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3.4 Conclusions

Planning contents 

The studied examples varied in contents. In Finnish context, GI 
as a planning concept is not explicitly used. However, refers to 
‘green structure’, and GI elements do emerge. Internationally, 
the GI concept is used more consistently. Especially in the case 
of Barcelona, the concept is used systematically. The Finnish 
examples are integrated as part of o�cial master planning doc-
uments whereas the international examples are policy guiding 
strategies guiding planning. Therefore, the examples are not 
directly comparable. 

In the studied examples, the local circumstances are clearly vis-
ible. For example, Barcelona’s top GI challenge is lack of green 
altogether in the densely built city area. Barcelona emphasises 
biodiversity, while ES concept is not explicitly used, although 
elements of ES are present. Birmingham and the Finnish exam-
ples represent more of an overall green area planning with ES 
approach with no special individual topic to be covered.  

The studied examples cover whether GI or ES concept ap-
proach – considering both simultaneously and consistently or 
explicitly – did not exist although elements of both approaches 
were presented. Biodiversity perspective was present in all the 
plans. Compensation methods were not part of the strategies 
or plans in any cases. 

Public participation, management and economic 
perspective

The role of public participation does not vary a lot between the 
studied examples. Barcelona has an educative “top down” ap-
proach aiming at spreading the knowledge of GI and people’s 
opportunities to be involved. Birmingham resembles Finnish 
examples as they both lack participatory actions. In Finnish 
examples, the participatory actions do not exist at all or they 
are the minimum mandatory ones, derived by the legislation. 
Economic bene�ts are discussed very generally in the cases. 
Only Barcelona launches an idea of creating sponsorship pro-
gram for green areas. 

Implementation

The international examples are individual city policies with no 
direct link to planning documents (e.g. masterplan). The Finnish 
examples were done either as part of or as a background plan 
of cities’ masterplan processes. The outcome, physical green 
area network, has been transmitted to the plans but the main 
masterplan documents (maps) themselves are quite conven-
tional and do not highlight GI or ES approach even if the con-
cepts were part of planning and assessment.

International examples covered follow-up programs and mon-
itoring methods with di�erent tools. Follow-up indicators etc. 
were developed to help planning and to ease monitoring. 
Birmingham presents an idea of implementing a detailed GI 
assessment as part of building permission project. In terms 
of Finnish examples, Oulu did not feature special monitoring 
tools with indicators, but Lahti, with the constantly updating 
masterplan, does constant follow-up and monitoring that is 
also measured with specially developed indicators. 



 

LAHTI MASTERPLAN VILMO-PLAN, OULU (NEW OULU 
MASTERPLAN)   

BIRMINGHAM BARCELONA GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND BIODIVERSITY PLAN 2020 

CONCLUSIONS  In Finland, Lahti is a forerunner in 
terms of ES approach in concrete 
planning methods.  

 ES assessment and taking it into 
management level consideration 
seems reasonable and supports 
Lahti’s aim of sustainable growth.

 Features of the GI area are 
included in the masterplan but GI 
as a strategic approach does not 
exist.

 Constantly ongoing masterplan work 
provides flexibility and enables the 
follow-up of the implementation  

 Public participation focus is during 
planning – no implementation 
measures.

 The Oulu Masterplan 2050 is a 
conventional masterplan document, 
and the assessment of impacts is 
conventional (no ES impact 
assessment included).  

 Neither VILMO plan nor the Oulu 
Masterplan 2050 present concrete 
action methods for GI, the VILMO 
plan mostly states the current 
green network. The new 
development objectives are very 
general and they rely on the 
existing network with a strong 
emphasis on cultural services 
(recreation).

 The VILMO plan suggests taking ES 
as part of zoning regulations but it 
has not taken place in the Oulu 
Masterplan 2050 

 No public participation has taken 
place during VILMO process.  

 The seven principles presented in 
the plan are embedded in the 
linked supplementary planning 
document “Places for future”, 
which gives very detailed 
obligations to any project – 
construction projects need to be 
justified via sustainability criteria 
that take GI and ES into 
consideration as well. The project 
should minimise negative effects on 
GI & ES and even contribute to 
them to get a building permission. 
This is the strongest method in the 
studied examples but it is not 
reinforced yet.   

 Aiming at strong guidance, how the 
planning process will ensure 
sustainable development and 
outcome. 

 Clear strategic plan with concrete 
action measures.

 Strong emphasis on GI concept with 
biodiversity approach – ES concept 
not highlighted explicitly.  

 Implementing the plan remains a 
bit unclear, but it seems that the 
plan has influenced planning 
actions.
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Lahti
Oulu

Barcelona
Birmingham

Figure 17b. The examples of Barcelona and Birmingham represent strategies 
with no direct link to planning documents like masterplan. The Finnish 
examples are integrated in masterplans, but in  a rather conventional 
way. 

Figure 17a. Summary of the examples.





4. THE PRESENT PLANNING SITUATION OF 
THE HELSINKI METROPOLITAN AREA
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4.1 Background information

Helsinki Metropolitan Area is the most important central area 
for economics, culture and science in Finland. The area covers 
less than 1 % of Finland’s acreage, but already one �fth of the 
Finnish population lives in the area.  In 2016, there were 1,1 mil-
lion people, which is 21 % of the entire population of Finland 
in the HMA. By 2040, the population is estimated to grow to 1,4 
million people (being then 23% of the entire Finnish popula-
tion). (OSF, 2017b). The present city structure of HMA is dom-
inantly fragmented. Many local centres form a city network, 
while the total amount of densely built-up urban area is rather 
low. (City of Helsinki, 2015 p. 164)  

The capital city of Helsinki with its 641 800 inhabitants, 421 
000 workplaces and 719 km2 acreage is the main centre of the 
HMA. The city consists of many local centres of which Pasila, 
Malmi and Itäkeskus are the most important in addition to the 
downtown area. Main recreational network relies on �ve green 
�ngers and the sea area. (OSF, 2017a; City of Helsinki 1; City of 
Helsinki, 2015 p. 167).

Espoo is the 2nd biggest city of Finland with 277 500 inhabit-
ants and 528 km2 acreage. The city consists of �ve local city cen-
tres that are surrounded by detached housing-dominated are-
as and by large nature areas: the administrative centre Espoon 
keskus, Espoonlahti, Leppävaara, Matinkylä and Tapiola. Many 
international headquarters and high-tech enterprises are locat-
ed in Espoo. (OSF, 2017a; City of Espoo). 

Vantaa is a rapidly growing city with 218 000 inhabitants, 107 
000 workplaces and 240 km2 acreage. In Vantaa, 16,6% of pop-
ulation are foreign language speakers representing over 100 
di�erent languages. The city consists of seven local city centres: 
Aviapolis, Hakunila, Kivistö, Koivukylä, Korso, Myyrmäki and 
Tikkurila, which is the administrative centre of Vantaa. Aviapolis 
is the most rapidly growing enterprise area of Finland next to 
the Helsinki Airport. The city also has large agricultural and na-
ture areas. (OSF, 2017a; City of Vantaa)

Kauniainen is a small, 6 km2 acreage city located inside 
Espoo. It has about 9700 inhabitants of which 60% are Finnish-
speaking and 34% Swedish-speaking. Detached housing and 
nature environment dominate the cityscape. (OSF, 2017a; City 
of Kauniainen). 

The core of the HMA landscape structure consists of ridges 
and valleys. The most signi�cant valleys are the river valleys of 
Vantaanjokilaakso, Espoonjokilaakso and Keravanjokilaakso. 
Espoonjokilaakso is a �ssure valley running from north-east 
to south-west. The height di�erences in the area are notable: 
the HMA coastline lies very low, on average 1–20 m above the 
sea level, whereas the ridge of Nuuksio reaches over 110 me-
ters. The population is mainly concentrated to the east of the 
Espoonjokilaakso �ssure valley. North HMA and the most east-
ern part of HMA are characteristically unbuilt. 

There are many signi�cant large green areas in the HMA, main-
ly forests or semi-natural areas, but also agricultural areas. The 
national parks of Nuuksio and Sipoonkorpi, as well as the recre-
ational area of Petikko, are part of the Uusimaa Green Belt, and 
they have regional recreational signi�cance. The central parks 
of Helsinki and Espoo, Mustavuori, Leppävaaranpuisto and 
Vantaanjokilaakso are popular recreational areas within the 
urban areas. Vanhankaupungilahti-Viikki is not only a popular 
recreational area, but also an important nature area. 

Figures 18ab. The population (on the left) and acreage (on the 
right) distribution among the HMA cities.
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Figure 19. (Top left) Present land use 
of the HMA.

Figure 20. (Top right) Main outdoor 
areas in the HMA.

Figure 21.  (Bottom left) The Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area is 
formed by a network of 
many local centres. City of 
Helsinki.

Figure 22. (Bottom right) Landscape 
structure of the HMA.



Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-
Uusimaa Region 

HELSINKI REGION GREEN BELT – ENVIRONMENT OF 
POSSIBILITIES 

JOINT LAND USE PLAN AND TRANSPORT SYSTEM 
PLAN FOR THE HELSINKI REGION 2050 (MASU 2050) 

LEGAL
STATUS  

Supplements the Regional Land Use Plan for the 
Helsinki-Uusimaa Region (2006) and other Phased 
Regional Land Use Plans. The Regional Land Use Plans 
guide all land use planning in Uusimaa region. The 
Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 got legal force in 
August 2017. 

The plan was created as a part of Phased Regional 
Land Use Plan 4’s background surveys. The plan has no 
legal status. 

The MASU 2050 plan is based on the intention contract 
of land use, housing and traffic 2012-2015 between 
the Finnish State and the 14 communes in the Helsinki 
Region. The plan itself has no legal status, but it aims 
to define the regional land use intent in the Helsinki 
region. In practice, the MASU 2050 plan serves as a 
background planning document complementing 
Regional Land Use Plans for the Helsinki-Uusimaa 
Region. 

CONTENTS & 
GUIDELINES

The plan considers green structure regionally in a 
coherent way. The key aims of the green structure in 
the plan are: 

1. To improve ES supply,
2. To secure biodiversity so that the core areas 

of the ecological network are coherent and 
that the connections between areas are 
preserved,

3. To secure uniform, sufficient and well 
accessible regional recreational network,

4. To promote sustainable use of natural 
resources and industries relying on them. 

The vision highlights the Helsinki region green belt and 
its unused potential – Helsinki region could brand itself 
as a green metropolitan area. The green belt starts 
from Porkkala reaching through Nuuksio and Luukki in 
Espoo, Petikko in Vantaa, Tuusulanjärvi in Järvenpää, 
finally ending at Sipoonkorpi in Sipoo. The plan 
concludes that the Helsinki region green belt has 
unused potential in connecting the urban metropolitan 
area to the green belt. One of the key ideas of the 
plan is to ease the crowded usage of green areas in 
the metropolitan area by providing the point of view 
of communal borders’ crossing recreational usage. 
Good accessibility and versatility are key features of 
the implementation of the green belt branding. 

The key criteria are to densify city structure and to 
place new housing close to sustainable transport 
access. One of the supplementary criterion is to design 
land use planning in a way which does not weaken the 
regional key nature values. Green areas are seen to 
support social sustainability and identity of the areas, 
in addition to preserving nature values. 

ROLE OF GI, 
ES & 
BIODIVERSITY

ES supply is one of the key themes of the plan and 
biodiversity is seen as the basis for ES supply. There 
are no mentions of GI, but the plan refers to the 
concept of ‘green structure’ that is understood in an 
equivalent way to GI. There have been multiple 
background surveys and research made under the 
topics of ES and green structure, e.g. GREENFRAME 
analysis (FEI). 

Biodiversity and ES are mentioned, but the focus of 
the vision is on branding the green belt through 
recreation. There are no mentions of GI, but the plan 
refers to the concept of ‘green structure’ that is 
understood in an equivalent way to GI. 

No mentions of ES or GI. It is mentioned that land-use 
is planned in a way that regionally important nature 
values aren’t weakened.  

DOCUMENT Map with zoning regulations and report. Plan report with symbolic maps. Symbolic plan map. 

ZONING
REGULATIONS 
CONCERNING
GI & ES 

The actual zoning regulations are conventional 
regulations concerning green structure without any 
explicit referrals to ES or GI. 

 

   
Figure 23. Summary of the regional level planning situation concerning the HMA.
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4.2.1  Regional level

The Helsinki Metropolitan Area land use and green area planning is guided via various regional and city level planning docu-
ments and instruments. In chapter 4.2.2, the city of Kauniainen is left out of analysis, as it does not have an o�cial masterplan 
document. The studied plans cover the main city masterplans or their drafts / proposals of the HMA – in addition, the cities have 
multiple supplementing masterplans that are not covered here. 

4.2  The planning and guidance documents
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Figure 24. Extract of the Regional Land Use Plan for Helsinki-Uusimaa Region. Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council. Figure 25. Extract of Joint Land-Use Plan and Transport System Plan for 
the Helsinki Region 2050. MAL neuvottelukunta.

Figure 26. The Uusimaa Green Belt. Lohman, 2015. 



 

HELSINKI MASTERPLAN 2050  ESPOO MASTERPLANS  VANTAA MASTERPLAN  

LEGAL
STATUS  

The masterplan guides the detailed land use planning 
in the city. The Helsinki 2050 Masterplan was accepted 
in October 2016 by the City of Helsinki, but it has not 
been reinforced yet. In the spring 2018, Helsinki 
administrative court repealed some parts of the 
Masterplan, but the city has decided to complain of 
the decision. Östersundom is left out of this 
masterplan, and it has its own planning document. 

The masterplans guide the detailed land use planning 
in the city.  
The masterplan of southern parts in Espoo (“EEYK”) 
got legal force in 2010. The masterplan of the 
northern parts in Espoo (“POKE”) has been under 
planning since 2015 (legal masterplan reinforced in 
1997), a draft was published in the beginning of 2018. 
Espoo also has several existing or ongoing part-
masterplans.  

The current Vantaa masterplan has been reinforced in 
2007. New masterplan work has been started in 2017.  
Vantaa also has several existing or ongoing part-
masterplans. 

CONTENTS & 
GUIDELINES

The aim is to secure high-quality, sufficient and 
accessible green and recreation areas to citizens. The 
plan aims to create a sustainable green structure in 
the city that can bear the city structure densification 
and increasing user amounts.  

EEYK: The aim is that the green area network is a 
functional, ecological and visual entity that is based 
on landscape and city structure. The core of the green 
network forms of large coherent green area, enabling 
both recreational and ecological connections between 
larger green areas.
POKE: The aim is to secure the green-blue structure as 
ecological and functional network; the cultural 
environment is developed to reinforce areal identity 
and attraction. (Kaupunginhallituksen tavoitteet) 

Masterplan 2007: Aims to preserve large, coherent 
green areas and functional, connective green network 
and to secure diverse and sufficient local recreation 
opportunities. In addition, conservational aims e.g. 
mapping Natura 2000 areas on the masterplan map.  

ROLE OF GI, 
ES & 
BIODIVERSITY

The ES concept has been used during the master 
planning process. GI is not mentioned, but the term 
‘green structure’ is used in an equivalent way. 
ES assessment has been part of the masterplan’s 
impact assessment. The impact assessment concerning 
nature was done as a separate document. Background 
surveys contain a city ecological study, the conclusions 
of which, i.e. ecological network, nature core areas, 
forest and meadow networks, are part of the final 
masterplan. 
In the master planning document, it is also mentioned 
that green fingers and other regional green areas as 
well as areas important for biodiversity are to be 
secured and that ES are developed in detailed 
planning.

EEYK: No special mentions of ES or GI. The planning 
documents identify e.g. different recreational areas, 
ecological core areas and corridors. Important 
biodiversity areas are marked as conservation areas.  
POKE: The zoning regulations contain a general 
regulation of identifying and securing ecosystem 
services of the areas, also some ES impact assessment 
is included. Important biodiversity areas are marked 
as conservation areas. 

No special mentions of ES, GI or ecological network. 
Recreational, conservation areas and areas with 
special environmental values are identified. Important 
biodiversity areas are marked as conservation areas. 

DOCUMENT

Strategic plan map consisting of 100x100 meter pixels 
and zoning regulations. In addition, separate maps of 
culture historical environments and conservation areas 
(including Natura 2000) have a legal binding.  
The official master planning documents are 
supplemented by Vistra I & II reports that aim to be a 
strategic proposal between the masterplan and city 
planning level.

EEYK: Traditional zoning map and zoning regulations. 
POKE: Strategic plan map consisting of 100x100 meter 
pixels and zoning regulations. In addition, separate 
maps of culture historical environments and 
conservation areas (including Natura 2000) have a 
legal binding.

Traditional zoning map and zoning regulations. 
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4.2.2  City level plans

Figure 27. Summary of the main city level plans concerning the HMA.
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Figure 28. Current Legal situation of the HMA 
masterplans.

Figure 29. (Top-left). The masterplan of the northern parts 
in Espoo (“POKE”), draft 2018.

Figure 30. (Top-right). The masterplan of the southern 
parts in Espoo 2010 (“EEYK”), reinforced.

Figure 31. (Bottom-left). The Vantaa masterplan 2007, 
reinforced.

Figure 32. (Bottom-right). Helsinki Masterplan 2050, 
partly under complaint.
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4.3 Combined planned land use of the HMA

To form an overall picture of the planned future HMA land use 
development, present masterplans of the cities were com-
bined. The data used (the present legal status of the plan) were:

• Helsinki Masterplan 2050 (partly under complaint 4 / 
2018)

• Östersundom Masterplan 2060 (eastern part of Helsinki, 
proposal given 12 / 2017) 

• Vantaa Masterplan (reinforced)

• The Masterplan of Southern Parts of Espoo (reinforced)

• The Masterplan of Northern Parts of Espoo (draft given 
3 / 2018) 

Although all the masterplans are not reinforced, they were 
chosen to be used as they represent the current “best guess” of 
the future land use development in the HMA. Compared to the 
present situation, the Masterplan of Northern Parts of Espoo, 
Helsinki Masterplan 2050 and Östersundom Masterplan 2060 
represent biggest land use changes. Kauniainen does not have 
a masterplan document, therefore it is left blank in the land use 
map. 

Helsinki Masterplan 2050 and the Masterplan of Northern Parts 
of Espoo represent a new kind of Masterplan documents: the 
land use areas are shown with 100x100 meter pixels instead 
of accurate land use borders. Östersundom Masterplan 2060 
is a combination of traditional and new: the green areas are 
presented with speci�c borders, while the built-up areas are 
presented with pixels.

4.4 Combined planned GI of the HMA

When looking at the cities’ o�cial green areas in their master-
plans, the green �ngers and large green areas in the north are 
highlighted. The regulations for the green varies from city to 
city: for example, Helsinki has only two green area regulations 
for the whole city area. In this context, also areas dominated by 
agriculture and forestry are understood as “green area”.  

Figure 33. Present situation of the officially planned land use in the HMA (based on the masterplans of the cities). 



[light green]  Recreational and green area. The area is developed as significant recreational, sports, nature and culture area that is 
connected to regional green network and to seaside recreation area. In the development preserving the mapped forest 
network is to be considered. Culture historic and landscape values, areas important for biodiversity, devloping ecosy
services, nature conservation, ecologic and forest network are to be secured in planning.

[dark green]  Area for seaside recreation and travel. The area is developed as significant recreational, sports, nature and culture area 
that is connected to mainland recreation and green areas. Culture historic and landscape values, areas important for 
biodiversity, devloping ecosystem services, nature conservation, ecologic and forest network are to be secured in 
planning.
Green connection.  Recreational or ecological connection between larger green areas

eeyk, 
poke

[V] 
Recreational area. Allows recreational use and forestry.

eeyk [kes] Area reserved for functions of Central park. 
eeyk Recreational route. 
poke Mixed residental and recreation area. 
poke Area for recreation‐, travel‐ and freetime. Allow construction supporting the main functions. 
poke Need for green connection. Recreational and ecological connection.  
poke Open landscape. Landscapevise valuable open landscapes and their borderforests. 

[VU]  Sports and recreational area. Construction supporting sports and recreational functions allowed to certain amount.
[VL] Local recreational area. Construction supporting recreational functions allowed to certain amount.
[VR]  Camping and outdoor area. Construction supporting recreational functions allowed in small scale.

Recreational route.
Recreational riding route.

eeyk,  [M]  Agricultural‐ and forestry‐dominated area. Allows housing construction 1 apartment / 1‐5 ha.

[MT]  Agricultural area. Allows housing construction of 2 apartments / 2‐5 ha.
[M] Agricultural‐ and forestry‐dominated area. Allows housing construction of 2 apartments / 2‐5 ha.

[RP]  Allotment garden area. 

[RA, RA1]  Holiday housing area. Allows constructing holiday housing and allotment gardens.

[pink]  Conservation areas and nature types protected by conservation law.
[hatch]  Natura 2000 areas.
[orange]  Areas to be conserved. 
[hatch]  Nationally important landscape area

eeyk [SL]  Conservation area. Area to be conserved based on conservation, forest or water law.
eeyk [S]  Protection area. Area with significant nature values that are to be preserved.
eeyk Natural 

heritage 
Area to be protected based on conservation or forest law.

eeyk [/s] Area with environmental values to be preserved. Areas with valuable habitats, landscape values, geological values.
eeyk Natura 2000 area.
eeyk [SM]  Ancient monument area. 
eeyk Valuable area in the landscape. The key features of the landscape image are to be valued.
eeyk Historic route.
poke Espoonjokilaakso. Rivervalley with special landscape, historic, cityscape, nature and recreation values. 

[SL]  Conservation area. Area to be conserved based on conservation law. 
[nat]  Natura 2000‐area.
[luo]  Especially important area for biodiversity. 

Valuable area 
for landscape. 

The cultural historical values landscape are to be preserved.

Historic route.

[blue]  Water area. 

eeyk,  [W]  Water area. 

[pv]  Important ground water area.

[pv]  Important ground water area. 
[W]  Water area. 

eeyk,  [EH]  Graveyard.

[EH]  Graveyard.
[EV]  Protective green area.

Helsinki

Espoo

Vantaa

Espoo

Vantaa

Other green areas

Forestry / agriculture

Recreation

Allotment gardens

Conservation areas

Water

Helsinki (on a separate theme map)

Helsink

Espoo

Vantaa

Espoo

Vantaa

Espoo

Vantaa

Espoo

Vantaa
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Figure 34. Present situation of the officially planned GI in the HMA (based on the masterplans of the cities). 

Figure 35. (Left). Summary of the zoning regulations in the HMA masterplans 
concerning GI.



 

HELSINKI  ESPOO VANTAA KAUNIAINEN 

‐ The management of the green areas is 
based on the national management 
classification system. 

‐ The guideline plan of nature 
management concerns all city-owned 
natural green areas. The plan describes 
the management principles and the most 
important actions. The actions are based 
on the national management 
classification system.  

‐ The more detailed areal plans are based 
on the guideline plan.

‐ Helsinki has a stormwater management 
strategy. 

‐ Green area plan defines the 
management actions taken in the parks 
and natural green areas. The 
classification is based on the national 
management classification system.  

‐ There are several more detailed 
management plans for different areas.

‐ Espoo has a stormwater management 
strategy. 

‐ Vantaa Green Area Plan 2011–2020 
guides planning, constructing and 
management of the city-owned green 
areas in Vantaa. It contains green area 
service network plans for various parts of 
Vantaa. The management actions are 
based on the national management 
classification.   

‐ Vantaa has also defined specific 
principles of forest management for the 
city-owned forests.  

‐ Vantaa has a stormwater management 
strategy. 

‐ The management plan for natural green 
areas 2012-2021 covers the city-owned 
nature areas. The plan defines the 
management actions based on the 
national management classification. The 
main aims of the management actions 
are liveability, diversity and 
biodiversity. 
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4.6.1  Green factor

The green factor helps assess and develop methods for building 
dense but green and climate resilient city structure. Green fac-
tor describes the ratio between green surface area with weight-
ed quality and the overall surface area of the plot. Di�erent 
green elements on the plot (vegetation, green roof etc.) are 
given a factor based on ecology, functionality, landscape val-
ue and management issues. (City of Helsinki, 2017b). The green 
factor tool has been taken into use as part of Helsinki city plan-
ning process, and it obliges the planner to prove that the pro-
ject reaches the de�ned green factor level. (City of Helsinki 2).  

The management of the green areas is covered through nation-
al management classi�cation system or di�erent management 
plans. 

4.5  Management plans of the green areas

4.6  Other existing tools of GI guidance

4.6.2  Helsinki Green Roof guideline 

Helsinki Green Roof guideline promotes building green roofs via 
city planning. For example, in new construction, roofs with less 
than 20-degree angle should be primarily green roofs. (City of 
Helsinki, 2016). 

Figure 36. Summary of the HMA GI management plans and actions. 
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Uusimaa Regional Plan 4 
Helsinki Masterplan 2050
Espoo Notrhern Part

Espoo Southern Part
Vantaa Masterplan

Helsinki Region Green Belt

4.7  Conclusions of the planning situation

The GI and ES concepts do not yet have a signi�cant role in the 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area planning. However, they are slowly 
emerging, and issues related especially to ES are considered as 
part of the planning.  Of the metropolitan area cities, Helsinki 
has a most diverse palette of guiding tools related on GI, in-
cluding the use of green factor and the green roof guidelines.   

4.7.1  O�cial plans

Of the o�cial planning documents, Phased Regional Land 
Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region as well as Helsinki 
Masterplan 2050 have adopted many elements of GI and ES 
concepts, especially in the background surveys. Neither of the 
plans mentions GI as such, but there are many implicit referenc-
es to GI (e.g. the term ‘green structure’ is used in a way equiva-
lent to GI). Both of the plans have regulations that concern GI 
and ES implicitly, while Helsinki Masterplan 2050 also mentions 
ES explicitly in the regulations, although in a very general level. 
In addition, Helsinki Masterplan 2050 includes an assessment 
of e�ects on ES. Also Espoo is referring to ES in its masterplan 
draft covering the northern parts of Espoo.  

The older, reinforced masterplans of Espoo (southern part) and 
Vantaa do not mention GI or ES. In all the o�cial plans conser-
vation areas, Natura 2000 areas, important ground water areas 
and landscape areas are clearly shown.

Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa 
Region and Helsinki Masterplan 2050 are clearly strategic plans, 
in which the clear de�nition of the area borders is not made. 
The masterplan draft covering the northern parts of Espoo is 
partly following the example of Helsinki in terms of presenta-
tion, in which the land use is described with 100x100 meter 

pixels. The pixel approach has been criticised as it does not 
draw clear borders between built-up and unbuilt areas – it is 
argued that this leaves the nature as underdog (e.g. SLL,2018). 
The other plans represent a more traditional form of a master 
plan document. It is to be seen if other cities follow the pixel 
“trend” with unspeci�c borders as well in the future.  

In masterplan level, others than Helsinki have classi�ed the 
green areas into di�erent typologies. In Helsinki Masterplan 
2050, there are only two green categories, which both repre-
sent general recreational use. Di�erent characters of the green 
are explained in various supporting documents instead, which 
makes getting an overall picture di�cult. Moreover, the sup-
plementing documents with more detailed information con-
cerning nature have no legal binding. The principles and con-
tents of using masterplan regulations for green in other cities 
vary as well.

Although Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-
Uusimaa Region, Helsinki Masterplan 2050 and Northern Espoo 
Masterplan draft have considered ES concept quite widely and 
there is an obvious aim of promoting ES supply and biodiversi-
ty as part of planning, eventually, the resulting plans are quite 
conventional in terms of GI and ES. The regulations remain very 
general and vague – it remains unclear how the regulations 
such as “developing ES is to be secured” with no further, speci�c 
de�nitions a�ect practical planning. 

For example, in Helsinki, documents describing vision and re-
alisation of Helsinki GI (‘Vistra I & II’) are supposed to enlighten 
how the development of green area planning is realised accord-
ingly to the Helsinki Masterplan 2050. However, there is a gap 
between vision and implementation: even if ES is emphasised 

in vision part, it is not shown in the implementation methods, 
where the emphasis is strongly on recreational issues. Overall, 
Vistra I & II is based strongly on existing situation, and it does 
not discuss new green elements much (or they are left to be 
studied “later”). For example, what are the possibilities of 
boulevardisation suggested in masterplan for ES and GI? Vistra 
I & II considers neither compensation methods nor methods 
to replace lost resilience although the Masterplan directs con-
struction on central green �ngers and areas like Central park. 

4.7.2  Other guiding strategies

In the regional level, current important land use planning prin-
ciples are shown in MASU 2050 plan, which does not empha-
sise the role of GI a lot in the context. The green is seen above 
all as an important factor for social well-being. In contrast, the 
visions behind the Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the 
Helsinki-Uusimaa Region (the green structure vision, the green 
belt) highlight the ES point of view and the branding potential 
that the existing green structure o�ers for the entire metropol-
itan area. 

4.7.3  Management policy

Management is conducted rather similarly in the entire met-
ropolitan area. The management measures of the green areas 
are based on standardised national management classi�cation 
system. Depending on the city, there are multiple and di�erent 
kind of strategies guiding the management, such as stormwa-
ter strategies. 

Figure 37. Elements of GI and ES 
emerge in some of the HMA 
Masterplans, but the execution 
is rather conventional. The 
strategies and concepts are not 
strongly linked with the spatial 
plans. 

?





PART II - PLANNING





1. PLANNING FRAMEWORK
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The aim of the HMA GI plan is to connect GI, ES and biodiversity 
strategies to spatial land use planning. The present spatial HMA 
GI is analysed by site and network quality criteria. In addition, 
ES demand is considered. By overlapping the analysis of the 
present HMA GI with the analysis of currently planned future 
HMA GI based on cities’ masterplans, it is studied what kind 
of challenges and possible con�icts the future HMA GI faces. 
Based on the diagnosis, both a vision and a spatial plan for the 
HMA GI 2050 are proposed. Finally, strategies and implementa-
tion measures to achieve the set goals are considered. The aim 
of the strategies is to identify similar kind of areas with chal-
lenges in common. This could help in creating management 
and implementation methods for the entire HMA regardless of 
the administrative borders. 

Figure 38. The aim of the HMA GI plan is to include ES and biodiversity in a spatial plan. Present and planned future HMA GI are analysed by location-
based GIS-tools. By overlapping the present GI situation and future land use plans, some conflicts and challenges are detected. The proposed 
HMA GI 2050 aims to improve current planning situation by suggesting some quantative and qualitative methods. Common GI-strategies for 
similar areas are discussed to meet up the detected common challenges.

1.1 Planning Methods & Process
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Figure 39. The planning process. The analysis and diagnosis are conducted by map study based on various data available. As a conclusion, strategies and implementation steps are suggested. 
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1.2  De�ning HMA GI-quality

1.2.1 Quality indicators: ES, biodiversity and 
connectivity  

In this thesis, HMA GI site quality is studied through two crite-
ria: ecosystem services (ES) supply and biodiversity (BIO). Both 
of them are understood as separate concepts, and therefore 
studied individually. The idea is to study whether the ES and 
biodiversity areas are overlapping 1:1 on sites, or if there is var-
iance between these two criteria. The aim is to identify both 
HMA top quality GI areas that should be preserved and bot-
tom quality GI areas that are not as vulnerable for change (= 
best areas for land use changes, e.g. construction). In addition 
to site quality, the GI quality consists of network connectivity: 
the better the areas area connected, the higher quality it has. 
Factors a�ecting the quality are ES demand (where the people 
are located) and future challenges. 

1.2.2  What data is used?  

The data used for ES assessing in the thesis has originally been 
collected with so called ‘GreenFrame’ method as part of the 
Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa 
Region background studies. The GreenFrame method in-
cluded GIS mapping and multidisciplinary expert evaluation. 
(Kopperoinen et al., 2015, p.19-26). The original resulting data 
covered the entire Uusimaa region. For this thesis, the data was 
clipped to cover HMA.

Figure 40a. The original ecosystem services supply 
data and the other one of the original 
Zonation datas used in the thesis concerns 
the whole Uusimaa Region

Figure 40b. The second Zonation data used 
concerns only the HMA.

The data used for biodiversity assessment consists of two 
Zonation data sources. Zonation is a location-based method 
developed by the University of Helsinki to assess biodiversity 
of de�ned area (Kuusterä et al., 2015, p.7). The �rst Zonation 
data used in the thesis has originally been formed as part of 
the Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa 
Region studies, and it covered the entire Uusimaa Region. 
For this thesis, the data was clipped to cover HMA. The 2nd 
Zonation data that was used is by Joel Jalkanen (2018) cover-
ing only the HMA. 

1.2.3  Top, bottom or medium quality?   

In Zonation analysis made previously (Kuusterä et al., 2015; 
Jalkanen J. 2016), it has been found that when looking at the 
resulting prioritising values, in the Uusimaa region / in HMA the 
areas with top 20 % biodiversity quality stand out as a critical 
threshold value. This means that if areas with biodiversity top 
20 % were preserved, on average 30 % of the areas supporting 
species richness and 50 % of the areas supporting demanding 
species would be secured. Secondly, the results showed that 
changes on the areas with bottom 30 % biodiversity quality 
have minor e�ect on biodiversity. As a conclusion, it can be 
stated that preserving top 20 % biodiversity areas is critical 
in order to secure biodiversity at all in Uusimaa / HMA, while 
changes on bottom 30 % areas have no e�ect on biodiversity. 
The remaining in-between 50 % areas can be seen to support 
preserving biodiversity but losing some of them is not critical. 

However, it is to be noted that it cannot be absolutely de�ned 
what the “su�cient” level of preserving biodiversity will be – 
the decision on “su�cient” conservation level is eventually a 
political one. In HMA, securing top 20 % biodiversity areas pre-
serves 30 % species richness. If preserving higher percentage 
of species richness is needed, more than top 20 % biodiversity 
areas need to be conserved. (Jalkanen, 2018).

In this thesis, in order to assess the HMA GI site quality, both 
criteria (ES & biodiversity) are divided into three classes: top 
20 %, bottom 30 % and the rest 50 %. The biodiversity areas 
classi�cation (20-30-50) is based on the Zonation conclusions 
mentioned. ES criteria was decided to be classi�ed accordingly 
so that both criteria can be graphically overlapped. 

The classi�cation used in the thesis:

1) Ecosystem services supply in the HMA

•  Top 20 % - best quality areas for ES 

•  Bottom 30 % - the poorest quality areas for ES

•  The rest 50 % - the medium quality areas for ES

2) Areas with biodiversity in the HMA:

•  Top 20 % - critical level of preserving biodiversity. 

•  Bottom 30 % - changes have minor or no impacts on 
biodiversity potential

•  The rest 50 % - areas supporting biodiversity 
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Figure 41. In this thesis, the present GI quality is defined by sites quality and network connectivity. The future GI quality depends on the ES demand and future 
challenges facing GI. The site quality consists of ES and biodiversity (BIO) quantity - the better supply / the higher value, the better quality. The 
connectivity quality is primarily defined by the connection coherency and width. The goal of the future HMA GI is to have a well-connected GI with sites 
where ES & BIO supply and demand are balanced.





2. ANALYSIS
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2.1 Present spatial GI network of the HMA

2.1.1 Present green types

The green types of present HMA GI were studied based on HMA 
biotopes data by Joel Jalkanen (2018). The HMA GI green types 
can be divided into main and supplementing types. Main types 
consist of forests and semi-natural areas, agricultural areas, ur-
ban parks, seashores in natural state, sands and rocks, ruder-
ates and wastelands and waterbody. The supplementing green 
types cover di�erent density yard areas, tra�c areas and other 
manmade biotopes.

The main green types cover 62% of the HMA, while supple-
menting green types cover 13%. Impermeable surfaces repre-
sent 25% of the area. Forests and semi-natural areas dominate 
the main green types (32%). The sea area is not represented in 
the percentages.

Figure 42. The main HMA green types. Figure 43. The supplementing HMA green types.

2.1.2  Present HMA GI 

The structure of the present GI is formed by author. The de�ned 
areas are based on Corine Land Cover data 2012 and green 
types (see �gures 42-44). The de�ned green connections are 
based on green types, green connections de�ned as part of 
the Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa 
Region and aerial photo study.

The present HMA GI can be divided into primary and second-
ary GI. Forests and semi-natural areas, agricultural areas, green 
urban areas, wetlands, waterbodies and green connections 
form the primary GI (56%), and they are publicly accessible. The 
secondary GI (44%) consists of urban housing, commercial, in-
dustrial and transport units, construction areas and dump sites. 
The sea area is not represented in the percentages.

The coastal and central HMA GI is highly dominated by second-
ary parts of HMA GI. In addition, the green �ngers of primary GI 
stand out. The northern parts of the HMA GI are less urban and 
they belong mainly to the primary GI.

The coastal and central HMA GI is highly dominated by second-
ary parts of HMA GI. In addition, the green �ngers of primary GI 
stand out. The northern parts of the HMA GI are less urban and 
they belong mainly to the primary GI.
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Figures 44ab. The HMA green types and their percent division.
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Figure 45. The HMA Primary GI as a simplified illustration.

• The HMA GI can be divided into primary and secondary GI, 
consisting of main and supplementing green types. 

• The primary GI of HMA consists of the unbuilt areas in 
the northern parts of HMA and fragmented green �ngers 
reaching out to the sea. The secondary GI covers the 
somewhat built-up areas. 

• The green �ngers connect to the green belt surrounding 
the HMA. The green �ngers and larger green areas are 
connected to each other by narrower green connections.

• The HMA shore line is quite green, and the archipelago 
forms a green bu�er towards to the sea. 

• The primary GI green types represent di�erent kind of 
natural, semi-natural and agricultural areas. The secondary 
GI green types cover yard areas with di�erent densities, 
tra�c areas and other manmade biotopes. 

• Forests and semi-natural areas dominate all GI green 
types.

2.2 Conclusions
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Figures 46ab. The present HMA GI and its percent division.





3. DIAGNOSIS
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3A.1  Site qualities of GI

3A Present HMA GI

The site qualities of present HMA GI are assessed by ES and bi-
odiversity criteria. 

The data used to assess HMA ES site qualities has originally 
been collected as part of the Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 
for the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region background studies. The origi-
nal data covers the entire Helsinki-Uusimaa region. 

The ES data covers six provisioning services, twelve regulat-
ing services and �ve cultural services, according to the CICES 
classi�cation. The data was collected from 28 di�erent GIS data 
sources, and it was grouped into 22 categories. These 22 cat-
egories were assessed by di�erent experts, who scored them. 
Based on the scores, a matrix was formed. The matrix was then 
used to form raster maps of individual ES supply and ES supply 
combinations. (Kopperoinen et al., 2015 p. 19-26). 

The data used to assess HMA biodiversity site qualities con-
sists of two Zonation data sources. The �rst Zonation data has 
originally been collected as part of the Phased Regional Land 
Use Plan 4 for the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region background stud-
ies, and it covered the entire Uusimaa Region (Kuusterä et al., 
2015). The 2nd Zonation data used in this thesis, covering the 
HMA, is by Joel Jalkanen (2018). 

For all the data used in this thesis, the permissions have been 
given by the Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council and Joel 
Jalkanen. The visualisation in form of maps is produced by 
author.

Figure 47. The ecosystem services classification used in the thesis (according to FEI).

Figure 48. The biodiversity data used in the thesis is based on two different 
Zonation data: Helsinki-Uusimaa Region Zonation (above) and 
HMA Zonation (below).
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Figure 49. The ecosystem services data has originally been collected as part of Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for Helsinki-Uusimaa. A matrix was created as a result of 1. collecting 
the information of different GIS data sources, 2. classifying the data according to CICES and 3. expert assessment. The matrix was transformed into raster maps representing 
ecosystem services supply potential in Helsinki-Uusimaa region.
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C3-Aesthetic and cultural heritage

C1-Nature as recreational environment

C4-Spiritual, sacred, symbolic or emblematic meaning

C2-Nature as scientific and educational source and 
place

C5-Natural intrinsic value and value as a heritage for 
future generation

P1-Cultivated crops & aquaculture

P34 - Ground water (drinking and non-drinking 
purposes)

P2-Wild plants and animals and their outputs

P5-Materials and genetic materials from plants, alagae 
and animals

P34 - Surface water (drinking and non-drinking 
purposes)

P6-Plants and animals as energy resource
Figures 50.-72 Present ecosystem services supply of the 

HMA. The darker the colour is, the better the 
supply. 
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R2-Mitigation of noise, smell and visual impacts

R6-Pollination and seed dispersal

R10-Maintaining water quality

R1 - Bio-remediation, filtration, sequestration, storage 
and accumulation of waste and harmful 
substances

R5-Air flow regulation

R9-Soil formation, structure and composition

R3-Mass stabilisation and control of erosion rates

R7-Maintaining nursery populations and habitats

R11-Global climate regulation

R4-Hydrological cycle control and flood protection

R8-Pets and disease control

R12-Micro and regional climate regulation
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3A.1.1  ES supply

The best HMA ES supply quality is among cultural services, 
whereas provisioning services have the poorest quality sup-
ply – wild plants and animals and their outputs (P2) represent-
ing the best provisioning ES supply. In addition, many of the 
regulating and maintenance services are signi�cant e.g. by 
maintaining nursery populations and habitats (R7), maintain-
ing water quality (R10) as well as micro and regional climate 
regulation (R12).

As a whole, the top ES quality areas correlate with the larger 
green and recreation areas, whereas the built-up areas have the 
poorest ES quality supply. Within the built-up areas, the green 
�ngers and archipelago stand out as top-quality.

Figure 73. Combined data of present cultural ES (poor / medium 
/ top-quality supply). The darker colour is, the better 
quality.

Figure 74. Combined data of present provisioning ES (poor / medium / 
top-quality supply). The darker colour is, the better quality.

Figure 75. Combined data of present regulating and maintenance ES (poor 
/ medium / top-quality supply). The darker colour is, the better 
quality.
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Figure 76. Combined data of all present ES (poor / medium / top-quality supply). The darker colour is, the better quality.
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3A.1.2  Biodiversity areas

When combining two Zonation data sets and overlapping them 
(Helsinki-Uusimaa / HMA), it is shown that the results do not 
correlate 1:1. This is due to the chosen data used in the two orig-
inal Zonation analyses – the data used hasn’t been completely 
same for both the analyses. The data used has signi�cance on 
the end results and that is why some areas may be ranked dif-
ferently in terms of biodiversity depending on Zonation data 
set concerned.  The di�erence is also probably based on the 
scope the analyses were done: the Uusimaa Zonation covered 
the entire Uusimaa Region, whereas the HMA Zonation cov-
ered only HMA. The Zonation rank of Uusimaa highlight the 

Figure 77a. (Top left). Present biodiversity areas of the HMA based on the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region Zonation. The 
darker the colour is, the better the quality.

Figure 77b. (Bottom left). Present biodiversity areas of the HMA based on the HMA Zonation. The darker the 
colour is, the better the quality.

Figure 78. (Right). Combined top biodiversity areas of the both Zonation data sets. The results don’t correlate 1:1. 

areas that are important for the entire Uusimaa Region, such 
as Nuuksio, Sipoonkorpi, the Vantaa river, the Kerava river, the 
Espoonjoki river and Vanhankaupunginlahti – these areas can 
be concerned to be especially important, not only for the HMA 
but for the entire Uusimaa Region. The top 20% BIO areas in 
this thesis represent the combination of these two Zonation 
data sets (Helsinki-Uusimaa / HMA). 

The top-quality biodiversity areas in the HMA correlates with 
the unbuilt areas in the HMA, while the poorest quality areas 
cover mainly the built-up areas.  Within the built-up areas, the 
larger green areas, river valleys and archipelago stand out. 
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Figure 79. Combined data of present biodiversity areas (poor / medium / top-quality supply).  The top-areas are based on both the Zonation data sets, otherwise HMA Zonation is used. The darker colour is, the better quality.
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3A.1.4  Green types vs. ES & biodiversity

When overlapping the combined top 20% and bottom 30% 
areas of ES & biodiversity data with the HMA green types, it 
shows what kind of green types represent the best and the 
poorest quality. 

The top-quality ES and biodiversity areas represent various 
kinds of green types: forests, semi-natural areas, agricultural 
areas and urban green. Top areas belong to the core GI. 

The medium quality ES and biodiversity areas represent forests, 
semi-natural areas, agricultural areas, urban green and the built 
environment. The medium quality biodiversity areas also cover 
airport areas. The biodiversity data unlike ES data used includ-
ed sea areas, therefor sea areas are represented in biodiversity 
data. 

The poorest quality ES and biodiversity areas represent the 
built environment. The poorest quality ES areas also cover air-
port areas and the poorest quality biodiversity areas some ag-
ricultural areas.

3A.1.3  Comparing ES & biodiversity data

By comparing ES and biodiversity data, it is seen that the 
di�erent quality classes between the data sets do not over-
lap 1:1. Nuuksio Central Park of Espoo, Petikko in Vantaa, 
Espoonjokilaakso, Vanhankaupunginlahti and Sipoonkorpi 
stand out as top areas for both ES and biodiversity. Central Park 
of Helsinki, Vantaanjokilaakso and Jokiniemi area in Vantaa are 
signi�cantly more important to ES than biodiversity, whereas 
e.g. the archipelago and forest areas in West Espoo and East 
Helsinki (Östersundom) are highlighted as top areas for biodi-
versity. The bottom-quality areas are more uni�ed in terms of 
representing mainly built-up areas, but some variation occurs. 
Among the bottom-quality biodiversity areas are some agricul-
tural areas, which on the contrary are ranked as top-quality ES 
areas. The Helsinki Airport represents bottom-quality ES while 
simultaneously having medium signi�cance for biodiversity.  

Figures 80-82. Comparing the ES supply areas to biodiversity areas classified according to quality, shows that the areas do not correlate 1:1 even if they are largely unified. 
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Figures 83ab. Top 20 % ES GI green types and percent 
division.

Figures 86ab. Top 20 % biodiversity GI green types and 
percent division.

Figures 84ab. Medium 50 % ES GI green types and percent 
division.

Figures 87ab. Medium 50 % biodiversity GI green types and 
percent division.

Figures 85ab. Bottom 30 % ES GI green types and percent division.

Figures 88ab. Bottom 30 % biodiversity GI green types and percent 
division.
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3A.1.5  Combining ES & biodiversity

As a conclusion, in order to top-quality HMA GI sites, the top 
areas of ES and biodiversity are combined. The unbuilt areas, 
large green areas within built-up areas, green �ngers, river val-
leys and the archipelago stand out as the top-quality GI, while 
the built-up areas in general represent the bottom quality.

When combining the de�ned top GI with green types, all the 
primary GI green types are represented. Secondary GI is not in-
cluded in the top GI.

Figure 89. The combined top 20 % GI (ecosystem services and biodiversity) of the HMA.  
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Figures 90ab. The combined top 20 % GI green types and percent division.
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3A.2  Network qualities of GI

The quality assessment of the connections was done by author, 
based on various data available (see picture). As a result, HMA 
green connections can be divided into regional, primary and 
secondary connections. 

The regional green connections are important ecological corri-
dors. In the HMA, the narrow ecological corridors are the river 
connections, and the larger ecological corridors are coherent 
forest areas. Parts of the HMA also belongs to two identi�ed, 
large Uusimaa ecological networks: northern Espoo to “large 
ecological network of Kirkkonummi-Nuuksio) and eastern 
Helsinki to “large ecological network of Sipoonkorpi”. (Jalkanen 
et al., 2018).

The HMA primary connections connect the larger green areas 
to each other, while the secondary connections supplement 
those connections. The HMA green connections serve both 
people and species.

The green connection quality is de�ned as follows:

• The top-quality connections are wide enough and 
coherent. In addition, they provide top-quality ES supply 
and biodiversity values. 

• The medium-quality connections are mainly wide 
enough and / or coherent. In addition, they provide 
medium-quality ES supply and biodiversity values. 

• The poor-quality connections are narrow and / or 
fragmented. In addition, they provide poor-quality ES 
supply and biodiversity values.

The HMA primary connections are mainly either poor or medi-
um-quality connections, while there are only a few top-quality 
connections. Especially the connections in southern Espoo, on 
the border of Helsinki and Espoo and on the border of Helsinki 
and Vantaa represent poor-quality. The secondary connections 
have more variety in quality, but in southern Espoo the weak 
quality of the connections stands out.

Figure 92. (Top). Large ecological networks of Helsinki-
Uusimaa Region in the HMA. 

Figure 93. (Middle). The green connections of the 
Regional Land Use Plan for Helsinki-Uusimaa. 

Figure 94. (Bottom). The biotopes in the HMA. 

Figure 91. The combined top 20 % GI (ecosystem 
services and biodiversity) of the HMA.  
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Figure 95. The present 
HMA 
connectivity 
and the quality 
of green 
connections. 
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3A.3  Cultural ES supply & demand

The present ES demand was de�ned based on the current pop-
ulation data. The present cultural ES demand is highest among 
the most densely populated areas, i.e. in Helsinki, southern 
Espoo and eastern Vantaa. In these areas, the cultural ES supply 
is currently mainly low or medium quality. The lowest cultural 
ES demand is in northern Espoo and Vantaa, eastern Helsinki 
and in the archipelago. In these areas, the ES supply is mainly 
medium or top-quality. 

Figure 96. The present cultural ES supply (poor / medium / top). The darker the colour is, the better the 
supply.

Figure 97. The cultural ES demand based on population per 250 m2 with a 300 m buffer. 

It should be noted that some of the areas have also regional 
ES demand that is not based on the population – mainly the 
Sipoonkorpi and Nuuksio National Parks as well as Petikko out-
door area in Vantaa.
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Figure 98. The present cultural ES supply vs. demand.
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3A.4  Landownership

Based on the landownership data of the cities, the green types 
owned by the cities and privately were studied. The private 
green types cover also the state-owned green types and green 
types owned by the city of Kauniainen as there was no data 
available of these two instances. 

The maps show that in Helsinki, the green areas are largely 
owned by the city. In Espoo and Vantaa, the situation is vice 
versa: the areas are largely privately owned. 

Figure 100. The present green types owned privately, by the State or by the city of Kauniainen. 

Figures 101abc. The diagrams show the relation between publicly and privately-owned GI: dark green public, 
light green private (left), the green types division among public green types (middle) and the green 
types division among private green types (right).

Figure 99. The present green types owned by the HMA cities (Helsinki, Espoo and Vantaa, 
Kaunianen is not include). 
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3A.5 Discussion - present HMA GI

• Strength: The HMA shore line is quite green and the 
archipelago forms a green facade towards the sea.

• Strength: There are several large green areas with top-
quality ES supply and biodiversity values. 

• Weakness: The main GI of the HMA is currently very 
fragmented. The most coherent larger green areas are in 
northern Espoo / western Vantaa and eastern Vantaa / 
Helsinki. The core of the HMA relies on fragmented green 
�ngers reaching out to sea.

• Weakness / opportunity: The poorest GI quality is 
among the built areas. Especially southern Espoo and 
Vantaa have large poor-quality green areas. In Helsinki, 
the green �ngers stand out in the built environment, but 
they are partly fragmented. In northern parts of Vantaa, 
the in�uence of forestry is visible: the areas represent 
only medium ES & biodiversity quality although they are 
coherent forest areas.

• Weakness: Supply and demand of the top ES cultural 
quality areas do not meet: the areas with the highest 
ES demand provide usually the poorest-quality supply. 
However, the top-quality ES supply areas like Nuuksio, 
Petikko and Sipoonkorpi attract people also outside the 
HMA – these areas have regional signi�cance in cultural 
ES supply. 

3A.6  Conclusions  

• Present HMA quality consists of site qualities and network 
qualities. Site quality is measured by ES and biodiversity 
criteria and by network quality. The higher ES supply and 
value for biodiversity, the higher site quality. The better 
the areas are connected, the better network quality they 
have. 

• The best ES & biodiversity quality areas correlate with 
the unbuilt areas (large green areas, green �ngers. 
archipelago), whereas the built-up areas represent the 
poorest quality. ES & biodiversity areas correlate vastly but 
they are not 1:1.

• The combined top-quality areas (ES+biodiversity) 
represent all kind of green types. Individually studied, top 
biodiversity areas represent more natural or semi-natural 
areas, whereas top ES represent all kind of green types.

• The HMA GI is somewhat connected, but the quality of 
both primary and secondary connections varies.

• The HMA ES supply and demand do not meet. Some of the 
top GI has also regional signi�cance.

• Signi�cantly great amount of the HMA GI is not city-
owned, which is a challenge for coherent management 
measures. 

• Weakness: Especially in Espoo and Vantaa, GI is not 
owned by the city, which presents a challenge for coherent 
management measures.

• Opportunity: While the HMA GI is somewhat connected 
and accessible, the quality of the secondary green 
connections varies: in many places, connections are 
fragmented and partly breaking. Also, some of the primary 
connections represent very low quality. The nearer the 
coast is, the poorer the connections to the surrounding 
green belt are.  

• Opportunity: ES & biodiversity qualities are vastly 
uniform but not 1:1. Basically, all unbuilt large forest and 
semi-natural areas are important for ES and biodiversity. 
When looking the top-quality areas, the urban green 
and agriculture areas mainly have more meaning for 
ES than biodiversity, whereas the river corridors stand 
out for biodiversity. For example, the green �ngers are 
represented among top 20% ES supply areas, whereas 
in terms of biodiversity they belong to the 50% medium 
quality.
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By overlapping the new built-up city land use plans 
with the identi�ed present top 20% GI, it is seen that 
the planned built-up land use goes fairly well to-
gether with the bottom 30% ES and biodiversity ar-
eas. However, there are some large land use chang-
es in North Espoo, North Vantaa and East Helsinki 
(Östersundom) land use development areas that 
have impact on the top 20% GI. Also, some e�ects on 
Vartiosaari and along green �ngers such as Central 
Park in Helsinki are to be identi�ed. 

Figure 102ab. The planned future 
HMA built-up areas vs. 
the present top 20 % GI. In 
total 18 % of the present 
top-quality GI is lost to new 
built-up areas. 

3B.1  Planned land use (according to HMA masterplans)

3B Future HMA GI
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Figures 103ab. The planned future 
HMA green areas vs. the 
present top 20 % GI. In total 
only 56 % of the officially 
planned GI represent 
present top-quality GI.

By overlapping the green areas of city plans with 
the identi�ed present top 20% GI, it is seen that 
the green network of city plans recognises fairly 
well the top 20% ES and BIO green areas. The big-
gest exceptions are in North Espoo and East Helsinki 
(Östersundom) areas. 

In North Espoo and Vantaa, there are large areas that 
are marked as green areas in the city plans, but they 
do not belong to the top 20% ES & biodiversity areas. 
These are mainly agricultural and forestry dominat-
ed areas. 

3B.2  Planned GI (according to HMA masterplans)
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By overlapping the present green masterplanning situation 
with ES supply / biodiversity quality (top / medium / bottom), 
it is seen that there is no clear correlation between the city 
planning regulations and ES supply / biodiversity, although the 
green de�ned in masterplans correlates slightly better with ES 
supply than with biodiversity. 

Planned GI + biodiversity top 20 %

Planned GI + biodiversity medium 50 %

Planned GI + biodiversity bottom 30 %

Planned GI + ES top 20 %

Planned GI + ES medium 50 %

Planned GI + ES bottom 30 %

Figure 104. The officially planned GI of the HMA masterplans.

Figures 105-110. By overlapping the officially planned GI with 
the HMA GI site qualities it is detected that there is 
no clear correlation between the site qualities and 
the zoning regulations, e.g. recreation area (light 

green) is represented in all the categories. 

3B.3  Planned GI vs. site qualities
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3B.4 Planned land-use vs. present GI - con�icts and challenges?

If the land use is realised as planned in the city plans, some con-
�icts with identi�ed present top 20% GI will occur. Main future 
con�ict types can be divided into three categories: 

1. great land use changes 

2. densi�cation along important green �ngers / green areas

3.  weakening regional and / or HMA green connections. 

Figures 111-113. The detected main conflicts caused by planned future land use can be divided into three categories: 1. Great land use changes, 2. Densification along important green fingers / areas, 3. Weakening regional and / or HMA 
green connections. The Figures show the conflictive areas when comparing to new built-up areas and GI, connectivity and planned land use. 

Planned built-up land use changes threat some of the top 20% 
ES & biodiversity areas, especially in eastern Helsinki and north-
ern Espoo. Planned land use changes a�ect regionally recog-
nised ecological networks: especially in eastern Helsinki, there 
is a threat of isolating Vanhankaupunginlahti - Vartiosaari out 
of the regional ecological network.

In addition, the cultural ES demand / pressure of usage on rec-
reational areas is increased via new built-up land use / growing 
population. The pressure is especially high on the well-accessi-
ble green �ngers inside the urban tissue.
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3B.5  Climate change challenges in the HMA

Climate change increases annual rainfall and rises sea level. In 
Helsinki, water is considered as the biggest factor causing indi-
vidual threats in future land-use planning (HS 1.10.2017).  The 
�ooding maps show the �ood risk areas every 2nd, 10th, 50th 
and 1000th years emerging �oods. 

Figure 114. Flood risk areas, every 2nd years emerging floods. 

Figure 116. Flood risk areas, every 50th years emerging floods.

Figure 115. Flood risk areas, every 10th years emerging floods.

Figure 117. Flood risk areas, every 100th years emerging floods.

3B.6  Discussion - HMA GI vs. Future    
challenges

• Strength: the present top 20% GI areas are mainly 
recognised and preserved unbuilt.

• Weakness: the growth of population causes pressure of 
densi�cation, which causes increasing pressure on GI. 

• Weakness: The new planned built-up land use narrows 
the already narrow green �ngers, while at the same time 
the demand on ES rises. This causes a threat of increasing 
fragmentation and decreasing ES supply.

• Opportunity: in many places, the HMA is growing inwards 
– densi�cation of the built-up areas does not threat 
biodiversity in the HMA, especially among the bottom 
30% areas. 

• Threat: climate change will increase rainfall and cause the 
rise of sea level in the future, which causes more �ooding 
along the coast and inside the urban tissue. 

• Threat: weakening HMA resilience, reducing ES values, 
diminishing biodiversity due to land use actions.
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3B.7  Conclusions  

• Top-quality GI is fairly well identi�ed in the o�cial city 
plans, but some con�icts occur as well. 

• The present city planning regulations concerning the 
green have no clear correlation with ES and biodiversity 
qualities.

• Main con�icts caused by new planned built-up land use 
in city plans are 1) great land use changes, 2) densi�cation 
along important green �ngers / green areas, 3) weakening 
regional and / or HMA green connections.

• New built-up land use and growing population increase 
ES demand while simultaneously decreasing the amount 
of GI especially where the people are located. 

• Stormwater management and �ood control will play 
increasingly signi�cant role in the �elds of construction 
and land use planning in the future in terms of adapting 
to climate change. 

3C. Concluding present and future HMA 
GI challenges

Through diagnosis, it was found that six main challenges facing 
present and future HMA GI can be de�ned. The challenges are: 

1. great land-use changes 

2. densi�cation along green �ngers / areas, and their overlap-
ping with top-quality GI

3. weakening connectivity: fragmented and poor-quality con-
nectivity is a challenge facing HMA already currently

4. growing population: ES demand and the pressure on the 
green are increased, while simultaneously the amount of the 
green is diminished

5.  climate change: increasing rainfall and the rising sea level

6.  currently poor GI quality of the green within built-up areas.

Figure 118. The present and future challenges facing HMA GI.





4. VISION HMA GI 2050
MORE QUALITY, BETTER CONNECTIVITY
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HIGH-QUALITY

= THE HMA GI IS MULTIFUNCTIONAL: IT PROVIDES VARIOUS ECOSYSTEM SERVICES AND 
SUPPORTS PROTECTING BIODIVERSITY THROUGHOUT THE HMA

= THE HMA IS RESILIENT: IT SECURES FUNCTIONING ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT AND SUPPORTS THE HMA IN ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE

= THE HMA GI IS MADE OF DIVERSE GREEN TYPES

THE HMA GI 2050 IS… 
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WELL-CONNECTED

= THE HMA GI IS WELL-CONNECTED BOTH WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE HMA 
– BOTH IN RECREATIONAL AS WELL AS IN ECOLOGICAL SENSE 





5. HMA GI PLAN 2050
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Planned built-up areas overlapping with top-quality GI in the 
HMA should be reconsidered: some areas could be left as part 
of the GI, or they could be constructed only in the greatest 
need. The maps show the author’s view. These areas overlap 
with the top-quality GI and they weaken the regional and / or 
HMA GI connectivity. 

Figure 119. The future HMA planned land use and areas proposed to be left as part of GI (dark green). Figure 120. The future HMA planned GI and areas proposed to be left as part of GI (dark green).

5.1 Reconsidering planned built-up land use 
locations 

As a conclusion to HMA GI analysis and diagnosis, HMA GI plan 
2050 is suggested. The plan suggests including the areas de-
�ned in 5.1. as part of GI.  In contrast to o�cial masterplans 
of the HMA cities, the green spaces are given a regulation that 
both follows their main character and function and includes 
main ES features and biodiversity, which would help treating 
HMA GI coherently regardless of the administrative borders. 
In addition, Natura and groundwater areas are included and a 
continuous shoreline route suggested. 

5.2 HMA GI plan 2050
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Figure 121. The proposed HMA GI 2050 plan.
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DESCRIPTION MAIN ES-FEATURES BIODIVERSITY
VALUE REGULATION 

V Area for recreation. 

C1, C2, C3, C4 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, 

R8, R9, R10, R12 
P2, P5

MEDIUM to 
HIGH 

A green area or a large built park close to build environments. The area is a key supplier of 
cultural, regulation & management and provisioning ecosystem services in the HMA and a 
biodiversity supporter, which is to be considered in planning and management measures. The 
area is part of HMA forest network, the forestry character is to be preserved. 

VU Area for sports recreation. C1
R2, R7, R9, R10 MEDIUM The planning and management measures are taken in a way that increases the ecosystem 

services supply. 

VR Area for camping and 
outdoors.

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, 

R8, R9, R10, R11, R12 
P2, P5

HIGH 
The area is a regionally important recreational area in a natural state. The area is a key 
supplier of ecosystem services and a key biodiversity supporter in the HMA, which is to be 
considered in planning and management measures.  

VM Area for seaside 
recreation.

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, 

R8, R9, R10, R12

MEDIUM to 
HIGH 

A coastal recreation area. The area is a key supplier of cultural and regulation & management 
ecosystem services and a biodiversity supporter in the HMA, which is to be considered in 
planning and management measures. Actions of preparing to sea flood are to be taken. 

VMM Area for seaside recreation 
and travel. 

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, 

R8, R9, R10, R12
HIGH 

An offshore seaside recreation area which accessibility by water traffic is improved. The area is 
a key supplier of cultural and regulation & management ecosystem services and a key 
biodiversity supporter in the HMA, which is to be considered in planning and management 
measures. Actions of preparing to sea flood are to be taken. 

MA Open agriculture area. 
C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
R1, R2, R3, R6, R12 

P1, P2

LOW to 
MEDIUM 

The area is to be kept open and in agricultural use due to landscape values. The area is a key 
supplier of ecosystem services in the HMA, which is to be considered in planning and 
management measures. 

M Agricultural- and forestry 
dominated area. 

C3
R1, R3, R4, R11, R12 

MEDIUM to 
HIGH 

The landscape values and the forestry character of the area is to be preserved.  The area is 
part of HMA forest network a biodiversity supporter. 

EH Cemetery area. C3, C4 
R1, R3, R5, R12

LOW to 
MEDIUM The landscape values are to be preserved.

SL Conservation area. 

C1, C2, C3, C4 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, 

R8, R9, R10, R11, R12 
P2, P5

HIGH 

The area is protected based on the Conservation law. The area is a key supplier of cultural, 
regulation & management and provisioning ecosystem services and a key biodiversity supporter 
in the HMA, which is to be considered in planning and management measures. All measures that 
weaken the protection values are not allowed. 

W Water area. 

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, 

R9, R10, R11, R12 
P2

HIGH 
The area is a key supplier of cultural, regulation & management and provisioning ecosystem 
services and a key biodiversity supporter in the HMA, which is to be considered in planning and 
management measures. 

NATURA Natura 2000 – areas. 

C1, C2, C3, C4 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, 

R8, R9, R10, R11, R12 
P2, P5

HIGH Areas that belong to Natura 2000-network. All measures weakening the protection values are 
forbidden. 

Green
connections 

Ecological and recreational 
connections. 

C1, C3, C5 
R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R10, R12

MEDIUM to 
HIGH

The map shows the need for ecological and recreational connections. Improving the connections 
is to be considered in detail planning, the connections are improved by bridges and underpasses 
when needed. The green fingers are to be linked to the sea and to the Uusimaa Green Belt. 

Shoreline HMA Shoreline C1, C3, C5 
R4, R7, R8, R10, R11, R12 MEDIUM A continuous recreational shore route from Kirkkonummi-Espoo border to Helsinki-Sipoo border 

is to be realised. Actions for preparing to sea flood are to be taken along the route.  

Sea bays HMA Sea bays 
C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 

R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, 
R8, R9, R10, R12

HIGH
The shoreline bays form recreational seaside entities that are to be considered as a visual and 
functional entities. The ecosystem services and biodiversity values are the starting point for 
planning.

Groundwater Groundwater areas P3, P4 VARIES All measures threatening the ground water quality are forbidden.    

 
Figure 122. The proposed regulations of the HMA GI 2050 plan take into consideration main ES-features and biodiversity values.
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Proposed HMA GI + biodiversity top 20 %

Proposed HMA GI + biodiversity medium 50 %

Proposed HMA GI + biodiversity bottom 30 %
Figures 124-129. The proposed HMA GI 

vs. the site qualities 

Proposed HMA GI + ES top 20 %

Proposed HMA GI + ES medium 50 %

Proposed HMA GI + ES bottom 30 %

Figure 123. The proposed HMA GI 2050 plan. 

By overlapping the proposed HMA GI with the HMA GI site 
qualities it is shown that the site qualities and the zoning regu-
lations correlate which each other better than the o�cial GI of 
the HMA masterplans. 

5.3 Planned GI vs. site qualities
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• The o�cially planned GI of the cities and the HMA GI 
propose more GI than the GI of Regional Land Use Plan for 
Helsinki-Uusimaa. 

• The HMA Plan 2050 proposes approximately same amount 
of GI as the present o�cially planned GI, but some present 
unbuilt spots, that were discovered to be critical for GI, are 
proposed to be included in the future HMA GI as well.

• Uusimaa Regional Plan GI provides two types of green: 
recreational and conservation areas. 

• The o�cially planned GI of the cities provide nine di�erent 
green types and water area. The recreational green 
represents over half of the di�erent green types. The green 
types do not mainly consider ES or biodiversity features, 
or if they do, the approach is quite vague and broad apart 
from the conservation areas. 

• The proposed HMA GI 2050 suggests nine di�erent green 
types and water area. The green typology is based on the 
main functional use of the green spaces. The typology 
takes into account the main ES features and biodiversity 
values. 

5.4 Conclusions

Figures 131a-131g. The diagrams show the percent division of planned green (left) and green planning 
types division: in the middle diagram water areas are included, on the right diagrams the water 
areas are left out.

PHASED REGIONAL LAND 
USE PLAN 4 FOR HELSINKI-

UUSIMAA REGION

OFFICIAL MASTERPLANS 
OF THE HMA

PROPOSED 
HMA GI 2050 PLAN

GI VS. HMA ACREAGE GI TYPES  DIVISION
(WATERBODY INCLUDED)

GI TYPES  DIVISION
(WATERBODY NOT INCLUDED)
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Figures 132-134. Comparison of the GI plans. The GI of the Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for Helsinki-Uusimaa (left), the officially planned HMA GI (middle) and the proposed HMA GI plan 2050 (right).  





6. STRATEGY
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6.1 Forming landscape character areas & units

To de�ne a strategy for responding to the HMA GI challenges, a 
landscape analysis was performed by forming landscape char-
acter areas and units.  The aim was to create an overall view of 
the HMA landscape character areas and to distinguish similar 
landscape character units that have similar GI challenges in the 
HMA. 

The �rst step was to choose the data to be used in the analysis. 
The chosen data consisted of landcover data, topography data, 
hydrography data and cultural values data. The chosen data 
was �rst individually reclassi�ed, and then a raster analysis was 
performed to sum up the values as one map. 

The chosen data:

1) Landcover (urban residential fabric, urban non-residential 
fabric, transport units, arti�cial vegetated areas, agricultural 
areas, forests and semi-natural areas, wetlands). 

Source: Corine Landcover 2012 / Finnish Environmental Centre

2) Hilliness (�at / hilly). 

Source: Topographic Database / National Land Survey

3) Water in�uence. (sea / river / lake areas with bu�ers). 

Source: Waterbody / Finnish Environmental Centre

4) Culture values. (Culture heritage / landscape value). 

Source: Phased Regional Land Use Plan 4 for Helsinki-Uusimaa 
Region / Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council, 2017. 

As a result, the HMA can be divided into 3 landscape character 
areas: 

1. Coastal landscapes

2. Mixed urban landscapes

3. Hilly forest and agricultural landscapes.

These landscape character areas can be further divided into 
various landscape character units (23 units altogether). The 
landscape character units’ site quality, network quality, ES de-
mand and con�icts were assessed based on the diagnosis pre-
sented in chapter 3. 

Figure 135. The landscape character areas and units were formed by reclassifying selected data and by performing a raster analysis of them.
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Figure 136. Data source 1: land cover. 

Figure 138. Data source 3: water influence.

Figure 137. Data source 2: slope.

Figure 139. Data source 4: culture values.
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1. Coastal landscapes

a. Helsinki-Espoo urban hybrid coast with special cultural and / or landscape values

b. Helsinki and Espoo urban hybrid coast 

c. Espoo urban residential coast

d. Helsinki urban hybrid coast

e. Vuosaari port area

f. Helsinki-Espoo archipelago with special cultural and / or landscape values

g.  Östersundom coastal agricultural mosaic

h.  Mankki coastal agricultural mosaic

i. Laajalahti recreational coastal area with special nature values 

j. Vanhankaupunginlahti recreational coastal area with special nature values

2. Mixed urban landscapes

a. Oulunkylä-Koivukylä urban hybrid river valley area

b. Maunula-Paloheinä residental valley area

c. Haaga-Kivistö urban hybrid river valley

d.  Espoo-Kaunianen hilly urban hybrid area

e. Espoonjokilaako hilly urban hybrid river valley with special cultural values 

f. Hakunila-Kuninkaanmäki hilly residental area

h.  Vantaanjoki agricultural valley with special cultural and / or landscape values

g. Helsinki-Vantaa transport and workplace area

i. Sipoonkorpi forest area

3. Hilly forest and agricultural landscapes

a. Nuuksio forest area

b. Gumböle-Ämmässuo hilly agricultural mosaic with human influence

c. Röylä-Keimola agricultural mosaic with residential influence

d. Lake Bodom agricultural mosaic with special cultural values

Figure 140. Outcome: landscape character areas.

Figure 141. Outcome: landscape character units.
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Figure 142. Outcome: landscape character areas and units.
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Figures 143a-143y. The present HMA GI vs. landscape character units and their percent division in 
primary and secondary GI

6.2 Analysing the landscape character areas & units

The analysis of landscape character units was concluded based 
on the analysis and diagnosis (chapters 2-3). 

6.2.1 Present HMA GI vs. Landscape character units. 

The GI of (1) Coastal landscapes and (2) Mixed urban landscapes 
- landscape character areas and their units are highly dominat-
ed by secondary parts of HMA GI. Also, the green �ngers of pri-
mary GI stand out. The GI of Hilly forest and agricultural land-
scapes (3) is less urban and belongs mainly to the primary GI.

The present HMA GI and formed landscape character units 
were overlapped, and the division between primary GI (built-
up area, waterbody excluded), secondary GI (unbuilt area) and 
waterbody per unit was analysed.
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Figure 144. GI site quality of ES vs. landscape character units

Figure 146. GI site quality of ES and biodiversity vs. landscape 
character units

Figure 145. GI site quality of biodiversity vs. landscape character units

Figure 147. GI network quality of connectivity vs. landscape character 
units

6.2.2 Present GI site quality vs. landscape character 
units

Ecosystem services (ES)

As a whole, the landscape character units 3a, 3c and 2i are very 
important for ES supply. In addition, 1i and 1j stand out.  The 
landscape units 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 2a, 2c, and 2g represent the 
weakest signi�cance for ES supply. The landscape character 
units 1f, 1h, 1g, 2b, 2d, 2e, 2f, 2h, 3b and 3d stand “in-between” 
– the units represent on average medium quality supply.

Biodiversity

As a whole, the landscape character units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 2i 
are very important for biodiversity. Also, 1g, 1i, 1j and 1f stand 
out.  The landscape units 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2f and 2g 
represent the weakest signi�cance for biodiversity. The land-
scape character units 1h, 2d, 2e, and 2h stand “in-between” – 
the units represent on average medium biodiversity quality.

Combined (ES & Biodiversity)

The landscape character units 1i, 1j, 2i, 3a and 3b stand out 
among top-quality areas. The poorest-quality landscape char-
acter units are 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 2a, 2c, 2g, and represent mainly 
secondary GI green types. The landscape character units 1f, 1g, 
1h, 2b, 2d, 2e, 2f, 2h, 3b, 3d stand “in-between” - representing 
on average medium-quality supply and all green types.

6.2.3 GI network qualities vs. landscape character units 

The units 1f, 1g, 1h, 2f and 2i represent the top-quality green 
connections, the units 1j, 1i, 2b, 2c, 2e and 2e the medium-qual-
ity green connections and the units 1a, 1b, 1c, 1e, 1d, 2a and 2e 
represent the poor-quality connections. 
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6.2.4 Cultural ES demand

Currently, the highest demand is among the units 1a, 1b, 1d, 1j, 
2a, 2b, 2c, 2d and 2f. The medium demand concerns the units 
1i, 1c and 2e and the lowest demand concerns the units 1e, 1f, 
1g, 1h, 2h, 2g, 2i, 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d. In the future, the ES demand 
of all units will increase due to the planned land use among 
all the units except the units 1e and 2g, which represent tra�c 
landscapes. 

6.2.5 GI con�icts caused by future planned land use vs. 
landscape character units

The planned land use of o�cial masterplans causes some 
changes to top GI if it is realised as planned. The most drastic 
changes concern the unit 1g. Also units 1d, 1f, 2c, 3a, 3b and 3c 
face signi�cant changes. The units 1a, 2a, 2b, 2d, 2f, 2h and 3d 
face minor changes while units 1b, 1c, 1h, 1i, 1j, 2c, 2g and 2i 
face either minor or no changes.

6.2.6 Climate change challenges in the HMA vs. 
landscape character units

Increasing rainfall and �ooding caused by climate change con-
cerns all the units. 

Figure 148. Present cultural ES demand vs. landscape 
character units. 

Figure 150. GI changes vs. landscape character units. Figure 151. GI conflicts vs. landscape character units:
1. Great land use changes, 
2. Densification along important green fingers / areas, 
3. Weakening regional and / or HMA green connections. 

Figure 149. Future cultural ES demand by 2050 vs. landscape 
character units.
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6.2.7 Conclusions of the analysis of landscape character 
units 

• The present ES supply & biodiversity quality of landscape 
character units varies greatly. Principally, the more built-
up the unit is, the less quality it has. 

• The new planned built-up land use connected to them 
change notably some landscape character units: 1g, 1d, 
1f, 2c, 3a, 3b and 3d.

• The biggest planned land use changes concern 
landscape character units containing signi�cant ES and 
/ or biodiversity values: 1g, 1f, 2c, 3a, 3b and 3c. These 
landscape character units are also part of the large 
Uusimaa regional ecological networks.

• A threat of weakening the ecological network quality 
and isolating the core HMA increasingly of the Uusimaa 
Green Belt is present if the HMA planned built-up land use 
is realised as planned. This concerns especially landscape 
character units 1d, 1g, 1j and 3b.

• The pressure of recreational use is increased while 
simultaneously the quantity of GI supplying top quality 
ES is reduced due to the planned land use actions. This 
concerns especially landscape character units 1a/2b, 
2a/1b, 1c and 2e. 
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To create a GI strategy covering the entire HMA, the analysed 
23 HMA landscape character units are regrouped by challeng-
es facing the units. As a result, nine GI units are formed. Each 
GI unit has a similar character (e.g. built-up area by the coast 
area) with similar present and future challenges (e.g. densi�ca-
tion, connectivity, poor green quality, increasing ES demand, 
increasing rainfall and the rise of sea level). Some of the chal-
lenges concern primary GI, some secondary GI and some both. 
Challenges, goals, and actions (primary / secondary GI) are de-
�ned in each GI unit. Same challenges are treated with same 
general action principles regardless of the GI unit concerned. 
Next step would be creating detail strategies for each GI unit, 
covering all the local circumstances concerning each GI unit. 

Figure 152. The defined landscape character units are regrouped by the discovered main challenges facing HMA GI, as result nine GI units 
are formed. The HMA GI Strategy defines goals and actions for each challenge.

Figure 153. The proposed HMA 2050 Plan vs. landscape character units. 

6.3 HMA GI 2050 Strategy
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Figures 154-155. The thickness of the lines shows which of the concluded challenges concern 
primary and / or secondary GI and which landscape character areas and units. 
Units with similar features and similar challenges are combined into new GI units. 
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Figures 156-157. The figures show what are the challenges concerned per GI unit, do the 
challenges concern primary and / or secondary GI and which landscape character 
areas and units are concerned.
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Figure 158. The goals, measures and action per each challenge and GI unit concerned. 





7. CONCLUSIONS
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The �rst part of the thesis discusses urban challenges facing 
cities and the concepts of green infrastructure (GI), ecosystem 
services (ES), biodiversity and connectivity. It is considered how 
the concepts are, as well as how they could be, implemented 
in planning practices. The key urban challenges concerning 
cities worldwide are climate change, urban development and 
biodiversity loss. The GI and ES are quite new concepts that 
are increasingly gaining popularity in planning, whereas bio-
diversity and connectivity have been already for long widely 
acknowledged: however, halting biodiversity loss has not yet 
succeeded. 

Land use planning is always handling with �tting di�erent, 
and usually contradicting, interests together. Mainstreaming 
the use of GI, ES and biodiversity concepts more strongly in 
planning might help in �tting land use development interests 
together with GI challenges in a sustainable way. In Finland, bi-
odiversity impact assessment is included in land use planning, 
whereas the ES and GI concepts are so far systematically not 
widely used, although examples of using them are emerging 
increasingly

In the second part of the thesis, the Helsinki Metropolitan Area 
(HMA) GI is assessed based on the site and network quality, ES 
demand and future challenges. The presented key premises of 
the GI assessment, i.e. treating ES and biodiversity as separate 
concepts, can be questioned as biodiversity can be seen also as 
part of ES. Additionally, it can be argued that it would be ration-
al to concentrate on the anthropocentric view (ES), especially 
in city areas. However, the literature review of the �rst part re-
vealed that the nature of the links between ES delivery and bi-
odiversity remain still unclear, and that there is no established 
consensus whether biodiversity itself is an ecosystem service 
or an underlying concept providing ES. In any case, it seems 
to be proven that the loss of biodiversity equals endangering 
ES delivery. As long as it is not clear how biodiversity and ES 
exactly are linked to each other, it might be wise to consider 
both aspects separately in land use planning, as it is done in 
this thesis – this can be considered to follow the precautionary 
principle. Once built-up area is di�cult to restore back to orig-
inal conditions.

The division of the GI site quality assessment classi�cation used 
in this thesis (top 20 % / medium 50 % / bottom 30 %) is rather 
arbitrary, and it can be questioned whether the proposed divi-
sion is rational. Why these numbers? Is preserving top 20 % GI 
enough? Does the bottom 30 % not have any value? It is impor-
tant to understand that all the green and the blue in a city con-
tribute to GI: thus, also the lowest quality GI has signi�cance. 
However, in growing city areas like the HMA, losing some of GI 
is unavoidable. In terms of land use planning, it is important to 
identify all the values concerned – what is lost, if something is 
built? In any case, some compromises are inevitable. 

The Zonation method, developed by the University of Helsinki, 
represents spatial conservation: how do the changes in the 
study area a�ect biodiversity overall. It cannot be guaranteed 
that preserving the best 20 % biodiversity areas in the HMA, as 
suggested in this thesis, is eventually enough to secure biodi-
versity, but the earlier results (Kuusterä et al., 2015; Jalkanen, 
2016) indicate that preserving the best 20 % HMA GI is a thresh-
old of preserving biodiversity in the HMA at all, whereas chang-
es on the bottom 30% GI can be done without any notable ef-
fects on biodiversity in the HMA. The bottom 30 % represent 
mostly already built-up areas, meaning that city densi�cation 
on existing areas is in general a good strategy in the point of 
view of biodiversity. However, supporting only the biodiversity 
point of view results neglects the human aspect, i.e. ES demand. 
The GreenFrame Method by Finnish Environmental Institute 
aims to respond to this by assessing the ES supply potential 
of areas by combining GIS data and expert evaluation. In this 
thesis, it was chosen to rank GI by the ES supply and biodiver-
sity areas accordingly to each other (top 20 % / medium 50 % / 
bottom 30 % areas) in order to assess the various GI site values. 
The GIS-based analysis results of the thesis, as well as earlier 
assessments like green structure surveys for Phased Regional 
Land Use Plan 4 for Helsinki-Uusimaa Region, indicate that the 
key areas for ES and biodiversity often overlap but not 1:1. For 
example, the thesis’ outcome shows that while the Central Park 
of Helsinki is a top area for ES supply, it has notably less value 
for biodiversity. In contrast, some forest areas far away from the 
residential areas in Sipoo and Espoo are top areas for biodiver-
sity but not for ES supply. The combined results based on the 
proposed division also vastly correlate with the present HMA 
land use (top areas are unbuilt green areas; bottom areas are 
built-up areas) which indicates that the division could easily be 
adapted for planning practices. 

7.1 Urban challenges & concepts GI, ES, 
biodiversity and connectivitiy 

7.2 Why to assess HMA GI quality with ES and 
biodiversity criteria?
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The HMA is one of the most rapidly growing areas in Europe. In 
addition to urban development, climate change causes chal-
lenges for the HMA GI. There is a threat that the speed of popu-
lation growth, followed by urban development, overrides other 
interests, and that the HMA GI, and eventually the HMA resil-
ience, are the biggest losers when trying to inhabit the growing 
population to the region. The HMA GI is already very fragment-
ed: the future land use development should preferably improve 
the situation rather than accelerate the fragmentation. Nature 
in the HMA is known to be very diverse, being among the most 
diverse nature areas in Finland. The population growth leads 
also to an increase in the ES demand, while simultaneously GI 
is diminishing. This means that the pressure on the remaining 
GI increases as well. 

In this thesis, the existing HMA GI quality was assessed based 
on the site and network quality factors: ES supply, biodiversi-
ty areas and connectivity. In addition, ES demand – where the 
people are located – was studied. The existing top-quality GI 
correlates with unbuilt areas, whereas the built-up areas repre-
sent the weakest GI quality.  The detected currently existing GI 
and its quality were compared with the future land use plans. 
As a conclusion, it can be stated that the present future HMA 
plans mostly recognise the most valuable GI, but also some 
critical con�icts emerge due to the planned future land use. 
The detected main challenges of the existing HMA GI are con-
nectivity and poor green quality. The main future HMA GI chal-
lenges are great land use changes, densi�cation along green 
�ngers / areas, connectivity, increasing ES demand i.e. pressure 
on the green and increasing rainfall and the rise of sea level 
caused by climate change.

Some of the intended future plans change the HMA landscape 
radically by transforming currently almost rural landscapes 
into new urban ones. In addition, some critical e�ects on the 
GI connectivity emerge. Narrowing some of the HMA green �n-
gers can be argued to be reasonable when considering land 
use as a whole. For example, when there is a street in an urban 
area bordering a forest, it would be wise to further construct 
by relying on the existing infrastructure while also attempt to 
preserve most of the forest even if some of it was lost. However, 
new construction increases the pressure to use the ever-de-
creasing GI, which then a�ects the quality of the remaining GI. 
Development might also lead on further construction to the 
forest by arguing that it is sensible to densify existing urban 
fabric. Therefore, it is important to understand the overall pic-
ture: how do the changes a�ect the whole HMA GI, and what 
are the possible scenarios of the future HMA GI. 

7.3 Assessment of Helsinki Metropolitan Area 
GI - existing and future quality
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As a conclusion to the HMA GI quality assessment, a common 
HMA GI plan covering the whole metropolitan area regardless 
of the administrative borders, ‘the HMA GI Plan 2050’, is sug-
gested. Based on the quality diagnosis, the plan suggests to re-
consider preserving some of the currently planned future built-
up areas as part of GI in the future as well. The plan’s green area 
regulations include key ES features and biodiversity value that 
should be considered in planning and management. 

In order to de�ne strategies to solve HMA challenges, HMA 
landscape character areas and units were formed in this thesis. 
The idea was to create an overall view of the HMA landscape 
character areas and to distinguish similar landscape charac-
ter units facing similar GI challenges. As a result, nine GI units 
with similar challenges, goals, measures and actions were 
concluded.  

7.4 HMA GI 2050 7.6 Next steps – recommendations for 
implementation

7.5 HMA GI 2050 strategy

To successfully land the GI, ES and biodiversity concepts as in-
tegral part of land use planning, the methods should be sim-
ple enough while still providing a broad enough approach. 
Location-based (GIS) methods such as GreenFrame and 
Zonation o�er a good and easily approachable planning tool 
for integrating ES and biodiversity concepts in GI and land use 
planning, but they also require a large amount of up to date 
data to provide a reliable and holistic picture while the results 
highly depend on the data used. Both processing and the as-
sessment of GIS data requires knowledge that di�ers from the 
planning knowledge. Implementing the concepts in planning 
requires crossdisciplinarity, which can be a challenge the more 
detailed the planning level gets.  

The �ndings of this thesis can act as the starting point for the 
future HMA GI and land use planning. The chosen data used in 
this thesis emphasises the regional aspect revealing the most 
important sites and connections, not only for HMA GI, but for 
the whole Helsinki-Uusimaa GI – therefore, the detected GI 
con�icts should be carefully assessed in more detail. However, 
because of the regional scale scope in the data, some of the 
�ndings might be proven to be overrated when zooming in, 
the results should be critically pondered in further planning. 
The thesis didn’t include site visits which might reveal some-
thing that the data used didn’t. 

In the future HMA land use planning, it would be vital to keep 
in mind both the HMA GI and the regional scale GI in all plan-
ning level scales. In the detailed planning level, it is sometimes 
literally di�cult to see the forest for the trees. That is why a 
common HMA GI plan with implementation strategies would 
be a useful backbone for planners. 
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To implement the HMA GI strategy, some new methods are 
needed, while the existing methods such as the possibilities of 
city planning should be exploited more strongly.  

Key recommendations for implementation:

• HMA-wide cooperation should be deepened. The HMA 
area consists of four municipalities with administrative 
borders. In reality, the city borders are quite arti�cial as 
the HMA forms a coherent unity that di�ers greatly from 
the rest of the Helsinki-Uusimaa Region. Therefore, it 
would be essential to move from individual city planning 
to common HMA planning, also when it comes to GI 
planning. 

•  In the diagnosis, some critical planning spots in which 
the future planned built-up areas overlap with HMA top-
quality GI were found. These spots should be studied 
more in detail, and there should be reconsideration 
about some of / some parts of the areas: could they be 
left as part of the GI, or could the decisions concerning 
them be left in the far future – in any case, the spots being 
constructed only in the greatest need. Or if these spots are 
constructed, how can the lost GI be compensated?

•  The city planning should base on preserving at the 
minimum the top-quality 20% GI (ES, biodiversity, 
connectivity). The green areas should be presented with 
speci�c borders in city plans, not with unde�ned pixel 
borders that leave much space for planner’s interpretation. 

•  Creating common green city planning regulations 
with ES and biodiversity criteria. Uni�ed green zoning 
regulations in master planning would help treating HMA 
GI coherently. Currently, the o�cial green regulations vary 
from city to city, which makes getting the overall GI picture 
di�cult. The green city planning regulations should include 
mentions of ES and biodiversity, which would then enable 
transferring the concepts in detail into planning as well as 
help assessing impacts on them.  Currently, only the most 
valuable biodiversity areas are recognised among zoning 
regulations. In addition, it would be important to de�ne 

green areas with speci�c borders, not with pixels like the 
new masterplan / masterplan drafts of Helsinki and North 
Espoo present them. 

•  Creating common HMA management principles with 
ES and biodiversity criteria. Besides creating common 
green city planning regulations with ES and biodiversity 
criteria, also the management principles should include 
ES and biodiversity criteria. In the HMA, widely used 
national management classi�cation system provides a 
good platform for this. The management principles should 
be linked to the green zoning regulations. It is important 
to understand that all the green in a city contributes to 
GI. Therefore, also the “uno�cial” green, i.e. not included 
in city plans, needs management strategies with ES and 
biodiversity criteria. This includes e.g. street green and 
brown�elds. 

•  Implementing ES analysis and impact assessment as 
part of city planning process. The analysis and impact 
assessment on biodiversity is compulsory currently in city 
planning process. The analysis and assessment should be 
expanded to concern ES supply as well. 

•  Creating individual HMA GI unit strategies. Creating 
detailed GI unit strategies would help to tackle the 
discovered common HMA GI challenges per unit, e.g. 
what should be considered when realising great land use 
changes to currently mainly unbuilt areas (e.g. new urban 
landscapes) vs. expanding existing land use with great 
changes (e.g. urban river and lake landscapes), what kind 
of recreation guidance measures are needed in forest 
recreation landscapes vs. coastal recreation landscapes, 
what kind of �ood protection measures should be taken 
in the urban coastal areas vs. urban river and landscape 
areas etc.

Other recommendations for further study:

• What kind of new legislation measures are needed? 
The current Finnish legislation does not force either the 
implementation of ES in planning or �exible conservation 
methods. There is not any kind of monitoring system 
either. Some follow-up with indicators are needed.

•  Taking compensation methods into consideration. 
When biodiversity losses are unavoidable e.g. due to a 
nationally important construction project, compensations 
methods could be used with the “spoiler pays” principle. 
It needs to be de�ned when and how the compensation 
methods could be used.  

•  How could GI and its economic bene�ts be promoted 
in construction? Construction projects have a potential 
of creating new GI elements in cities, therefore enriching 
biodiversity in them. Building green roofs and green 
walls should be highly encouraged. For example, the GI 
guiding tools of Helsinki like green factor and green roof 
guidelines should be expanded to the entire HMA. 

•  How to spread the word of ES and biodiversity? Also, 
the green not owned by the cities has a great meaning for 
GI. In terms of the privately-owned green, the cities have 
limited guiding means. Therefore, educating the public 
would be important – e.g. all the domestic gardens could 
be maintained in a way that they contribute to ecosystem 
services and city biodiversity.
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Writing this thesis has been an instructive and fun journey to 
green infrastructure planning. I have learned a lot about the 
concepts of green infrastructure, ecosystem services and biodi-
versity, as well as the urban challenges facing cities and work-
ing with GIS. It seems that we are living quite crucial times in 
terms of climate change. But there is still hope. The city plan-
ning, and especially green infrastructure, plays a key role both 
in the cities’ ability to adapt to climate change and in resilience 
capability. It feels that the studied concepts, GI, ES and bio-
diversity, include huge potential, but new methods and ap-
proaches are needed to fully and consistently integrate them 
into the Finnish planning practice. After everything I have read 
and studied during the thesis process, it feels more and more 
important that the future HMA GI should be planned together: 
the cities together with each other, together with developers 
and investors, together with citizens. The future high-quality 
and well-connected HMA GI needs to be a common goal. 
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